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CHAPTER I. 
INTRODUOTION 
Education for family living is instruction in pre-
par~tion for marriage and rearing of a family. It is 
believed by many that education of this type would be 
of great value to any person who intends eventually to 
marry and establish a family relationship. Instruction 
in family living is concerned not only with the factors 
which contribute directly to a successful marriage and 
family relationship, but also with the problems which 
teen-agers faoe in preparing for engagement, marriage 
and parenthood. Education for family living is intended 
to give the individual a mature and sincere approach to 
all phases of human relations, and thus to marriage. 
The ramifications of a program of education for 
family living are many and diversified, and thus, have 
reta~ed the potential progress which might have been 
accomplished had a definite, exact philosophy been 
determined. Development has been slow, and occurring 
at intervals, rather than taking place1 ~in the us.ual 
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f'or.m of a general, inclusive advance. During the last 
:few years, however, there has been a considerable amount 
of' specUlation concerning the content and delimitation 
of a program of' education for family living. In 1947, 
a subcommittee of' the Education C.omm.it.tee o:f the American 
Social HYgiene Association issued a statement of' basic 
principles which embody a philosophy of education :for 
f'amily living. This philosophy, whiah seems to be highly 
acceptable, is recognized as necessary for any planned 
program of' this nature. These principles are quoted bel.ow 
as they appeared in the dournal. o~ Social HYgiene: 
Many statements have been drafted to cover 
the fields of' edue~tion encompassed in the 
discussion, including notably a statement 
agreed upon at the Conference held under the 
auspices of' the U. s. Office of Eduaation in 
Washington, D. 0., December 7-9, 1944. These 
may be summarized by a series of principles in 
which the term ttedueatimn for personal and 
family li vingtt is used in place of' ttsoaia2 hy-
giene education.'" 
1. Education for personal and family liv-
ing is based on the thesis that the sex factor 
in human living, as it affects personal devel-
opment and especially in the relation to mar-
riage, parenthood, the home and family, merits 
a dignified place among other topics of deep 
human inte~est. 
2. Education for personal and family liv-
ing is an integral.. part of the total educa-
tion of each human being. It is never fin-
ished, but keeps pace with increasing matur-
ity and experience .. 
3. Education f'or personal. and family liv-
ing strives f'or the best possible devel.op-
ment of' all physical., psyahol.ogi cal., ethical. 
and social aspects of' lif'e as these are in 
any way determined or influenced by the sex 
factor and its resulting traditions and 
associations. Thus broadly conceived, it 
inevitably involves. moral conaepts and re-
l.igious values. 
4. Eduaation f'or personal and family li v-
ing is. based on the reo:ogni tion and. aceept-
anae of' sex as basically important in human 
behavior and relations. A primary purpose 
of' such education is to establish attitudes, 
habits, and ideals toward sex which are sat-
isfying to the individual, and which at the 
same time, enabl.a him to act in a socially 
responSible manner •. 
5. S~nae the home has the child during 
his most formative years, it is in the best 
position to make this phase of' eduaation a 
natural part of' the day-by-day process of 
growth and development.. But as the child's 
environment expands beyond the home, he 
meets an increasing number of questions 
and problems with sex connotations. There 
is, therefore, a responsibility on the part 
of' various community agencies, such as the 
church, the school, and the group work agen-
cies to share with the home t~e aontinuing 1 education of' the child in this general f'iel.d. 
Closely al.lied to, and an integral part of educa-
tion for :family living is sex education. An inclusive 
definition of sex education is offered: sex education 
is education dealing with the principles, and with 
individ ~ and group problems, stemming f'rom the bio-
logical fact that there are two basic types of' human 
1 McHose, Elizabeth, Ed.D., Family Life Education in 
School and Community, (New York: Bureau of' Publica-
tions, Teachers' Gol1ege: Columbia Univ .. , 1952} 
(Reprint f'rom ~ournal of Social HYgiene, June 1.948) 
p. 6. 
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beings - male and female. It should prepare boys 
and g~1s to face, with a mature and sincere outlook, 
the problems that are evolved in aonnection with 
the sex instinct in human beings. It should be 
bull t on a firm, intellectual. awareness of sex and 
should deal with the most noble of ideal.s. Sex is 
an essential constituent of the w.hole human person-
ality, and as such, provides the important faator 
upon which its philosophy is. fixed. Rather than 
being oonsidered merely as a course on ~-1"a0tnal in-
formation, sex instruction must be broad enough to 
encompass all the phases of human behavior. Simple 
instruction about the faots of human reproduction 
can be accomplished in but a tew moments. ~fec­
tive sex education involves the child during his 
whole lifetime. Sex education, however, is only 
one part of education for family living, and al-
though importan~, it is not all-important, and must 
be recognized as such in order to achieve its value. 
Kirkendall states, 
Sex can never be understood by concen-
trating upon it::cas a physitblogical process, 
by analysis of the sex act, or by counting 
instances of' sex behavior. These facts do 
represent aspects of sex, and need to be 
understood to understand sex. But the true 
significance of sex can be understood only 
by relating it. to the total adjustment.. of 
13 
the individual and to the social. setting in 
which he lives.. An acceptanee o:r thiscooncept. 
of sex will provide :for many a2wholly new perspective on sex eduaation .. 
TEE PROBLEM 
Education for family living, including sex educa-
tion, is, to all practical purposes, almost non-exist-
ent in the public schools of Massachusettso Because 
general. public opinion has, in part, attributed the 
reasons for the absenee of education :for family living 
to the clergy, this study will attempt to _establish 
a true picture of the status of :family li:fe education 
in the area of religion. 
The purpose of this study is, therefore, to deter-
mine the attitude of the clergy toward the problem o:r 
teaching the topic of education for family living in 
the public schools of Massachusetts. Since tfte top:i.a: 
hf education :ror :family living includes some instruc-
tion in sex education, the attitude of the clergy . 
toward this area will also be investigated and eval.-
uated. 
2 Kirkendall, Lester A., Sex Education as Human 
Relations, (New York: Inor Publishing Co., 1950) 
p. 2 
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CHAPTER II. 
SCOPE 
Because o:f the nature o:f the prob].em, this 
study has two del.imitations, according to con-
tent - the :first being a necessity to obtain the 
correct proportions o:f cLergr.men. Since Massa-
chusetts cl.ai.ms a generous representation o:f ,mem-
bers of the three major :faiths, all. three were 
used for the research, thereby obtaining the 
Oatlwl.i c, l?r.otestant" and J"ewish point o:f view. 
It was decided to attempt. t.o obtain answers by 
means o:f ~ questionnaire :from a total o:f three 
hundred of these clergymen in proportionate num-
bers according to popul.ation in order to validate 
the results'.. Personal interviews were conducted 
with a small n?-DJ.ber o:f the hierarchy among these 
clergymen in order to discuss the o:fticial. at.ti-
·tudes, if any, of their respective religions on 
this matter of: education for :family living. 
The other delimitation had to do with the 
··problem itself'. Naturally the scope only took in 
1.5 
the matter of education for family ~iving. More im-
portantly, however, this study is concerned with the 
prob~am of sex education in its narrower connotation, 
which appears to be the major point of disagreement 
in any study as this.. It is the attitude not on1y on 
education for f'ami~y l.iving, but more specifical~y, 
on that part of family ~iira f!du~ation which may rea-
sonably be called sex education, which this study is 
attempting to investigate and determine. 
Apart from the particUlar questions on sex adu-
gation, questions were asked as to suggested subjects 
which instruction in family living should include, 
also, as to the structure of such education, and at 
what grade level it might be offered. It was sus-
pected. that some ot the clergymen who would partici-
pate in this stu~ would not approve of such educa-
tion, and for this reason, questions were included 
which woul.d endeavor to find the thinking which 
motivates their disapprova~ .. 
JUSTIFICATION 
Before attempting to justifY this s.tudy, it is 
important to justify the reason for, or~basis of 
this study; it then becomes necessary to take an 
·objeotive J.ook at the need For Education For Family 
Living (and included in that is, of' course, Sex Edu-
·cation}. 
A growing number of' parents are reque.sting help 
in::-:preparing their children for dating, engagement, 
and marriage, for. :racing propl.ems concerning sexual 
deveLopment and social relationships, and :tor build-
ing strong oharacter and good emotional development. 
The parents, well-intentioned as they may be, real.ize, 
on the whole, their incapability of per:f'orming such 
a task well, so they turn to other resources :tor help. 
The intelligent goal o:r parents today is to make sure 
their children are given correct inf'or.mation in order 
to develop a healthy attitude on matters of' family 
I.iving. 
Another important oonsideration not to be ovef-
looked, is that the boys and girl.s themselves want 
education for family.l.iving, and :tactual, depend-
able sex instruction. They want to understand 
about themselves and about each other - ~rls want 
to know about boys end boys want to learn about 
~ri.s. They recognize, too, a need to know some of' 
the problems which they may have to :race sooner or 
later in li:f'e. Evidence that they have been failed 
in this desire is borne out by the alarmingly great 
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.numbers or juvenile de1inquents, unwed mothers, cases 
or venereal disease, sexual perverts, abortion among 
teen-age girls, and the high divorce rate in the United 
States.. An il~ustration or the need for sex education 
is sadly evidenced by Tabl.es 1 and 2 from the orri ce 
or the Commissioner or Onrrections of Massachusetts: 
TABLE. 1. 3 
PRISONERS SENTENCED TO J"AILS AND HOUSES OF CORRECiii 
TI ON DURING THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1.9 54 
Offense Aggregate Age (yrs.) 
Total 17 18 !.9-24 
Rape and 
Attempt 16 9 
Offenses Against. 451. 3 5 97 
Ohas ti ty and . 
Decency 
Indecent 70 2 2 1.5 
Assault 
TABLE 2. 4 
CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS IN THE SUPERIOR OOtRTS FOR 
THE YEAR ENDING DECE!.ffiER 31, 1954 
Se:x: Offenses 
IPlea-Not Guilty Pl.ea-Guilt:v Total Convicted 
22 89 m 
~ Table 43. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Statisti-
Report of the Commissioner of Corrections. (Public 
Document No. 115, December 31, 1954) p. 40 
4 Ibid. Table 91 p.66 
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The preoeding Tables 1 and 2 are sad indioations 
of the situation, as it exists today, or young sex 
offenders. Table 1 is a Ga.mposite of those boys and 
girls from the ~a:ges or seventeen to twenty-four 
(sohool age and after) who were sentenoed to jails 
or houses of oorreotion in Massachusetts over a one-
year period, for oommi tting sex drimes • From a to tal 
of.:five hundred thirty-seven sex offenders or all 
ages, it ts app~ing to find that one hundred thirty-
one or them are of sohool age or a little older. 
Table 2 is a smnmary of the numbers of criminal 
prosecutions in the superior courts o:f Massachusetts 
for the same period {one year) for sex offenses. 
The total o:f those oonvioted stands at a high one. 
hundred eleven .. 
A further illustration of the need for educa-
tion :for family living is the growmng number of 
divoroes in the United States. In 1954, one out 
or every :four marriages ended in divorce, and 
this figure is still increasing. 
It can only be assumed that, as with many 
other intolerable situations, these problems too, 
could be alleviated with the proper education. 
And there are others: 
Coronet Magazine sponsored a study on this 
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problem, and it was found that: 
Only elevan states actually did anything 
to·_ encourage sex education on a state-side 
basis. Ten states permitted local option. 
The remaintng states ignored or obstructed 
sex education. · 
The real. barricades to l.arge scale im-
provement in sex edu~ation were found to be 
inertia, prejudice, ignorance, and most im-
portant, an unwillingness to admit the se-
riousness of the situation. 
More than half' of each yearts 80,000 un-
wed mothers are between ten and nineteen 
years of age. 
In 1944, childred under fifteen accounted 
for fifteen thousand cases of reported con-· 
genital or acquired syphilis. 
Nine out of ten youngsters interviewed 
learned something about sex-usually something 
unprintable-before they were sixteen. More 
thah half of them go·t their information in 
the gutter. 
The youth declare that we must get rid of' 
the idea of beatific oblivion, that adults stop 
being suspicious about their motives, and that 5 they clear up their own eagerness on tbe subject. 
The preceding and other examples are dramatic evidence 
of the need for education f'~ family l.iving, and espe-
cially, sex education. The recognition of this necess-
ity has been slow in arriving, but in recent years, more 
progress has been made than ever before. The current 
theories are in complete agreement as to,what agencies 
should accept the responsibility of educa-
5Ferguson, Donita and Gilmer, Carol Lynn, "Sex Education,. 
Please~, Coronet, January, 1949. p.73-80 quoted in 
Flynn, Leo Joseph, Sex Educration in the Secondary School, 
Unpublished Masterts Thesis, School. of Education, Boston 
University, 1950. p 13-15 
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tion for family living - the home, the church, the 
school, and the community. The following will be 
an analysis of the situation in each of these 
agencies. 
Current Thinking 
Parents 
There seems to be unami.mous agreement that the 
task ofeeducation for family living and sex educa-
tion belongs in the home, to the parents, but it is 
al.so just as well recognized that most parents F~.re 
not able to accomplish this. Even the parents, them-
selves, feeling helpless and inadequ~te, h~_ve ~sked· 
for help.. Their inability to .hF~.ndle the problem of 
instructing yoUng people has been the chief obstacle 
in the way of presenting sex instruction as it should 
be done.. Baker says, nrn the home we are confronted 
with a lack of accurate information by the parents, 
keynoted with a policy of evasion rather than frank-
ness. tt6 The majority of parents WB.J."lt their children 
. 
to have this information, but, faced with their own 
lack of knowledge, they retreat into thet,shell of 
6 Baker, ~ohn N.~ Sex Education In HiP 
(New York: Emerson Books, Inc., 1943 
Schools 
p .. 9? 
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~ 
·the excuse-findero As a result, the home is not 
acnomplishing the growth and development which it 
is potential.l.y able to make in this regard, there-
fore parents must look el.sewhere for guidance. 
The fear that parents would object to having 
this type of instruction taught to their children 
is not as prevalent as is supposed; on the con-
trary, the majo:rd ty are in favor of it. Many 
parents are coming to realize that education for 
family l.iving and sex education would be of as 
much benefit to them, as to their children, for 
two reason ~ one, because the great task has been 
taken from them and placed into more .capable hands, 
and two,. because oftentimes, the parents themselves 
are offered the opportunity of' taking a similar· 
course. It is onl.y with the education of the par-
ents that sex education will become a function of 
the home. 
The Church 
There are many, including clergymen, who feel 
that the church shoUld assume the responsibility 
of' educating· our young people in this area of' ex-
perience. Many clergymen are correct in thinking 
~hat when parents cannot handle such a si:1;uation, 
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~he church should·make an attempt. This motive 
carries with it, however, practical implications. 
In the first. place, church attendance occurs only 
weekly, secondly, not all persons attend church, 
and thirdly, more often than not, the clergyman 
himself is not well qualified to give this type 
of instruction. On the w.hole, the clergy feat 
the need for education.for family living; never-
theless, they recognize their own inability. In 
this respe.ct, Baker states, ttin the chu;r:ah, in-
.. 
sufficient time and relativel.y li ttl.e attendance, 
eombined with a traditional policy ofc1.attention 
to other subjects, rule out any program of this 
nature •. tt7 
We must not lase sight of the fact that there 
are still a few among the clergy, in many faiths, 
who rigidly oppose the idea of all sex instruction, 
:reeling it· :wrong and wasteful... Unpleasant though 
this situation may be, it is still. a fact, and one 
which cannot be ignored. 
In general, however, it can be assumed that 
most clergymen see the need for some kind of edu-
cation for family living, inCLuding sex education. 
. 7 
Ibid., p. 97 
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Xirkenda1~ has some va1uab~e thoughts on the 
attitude of the church. 
The church vigprously emphasizes the 
sanctity of marriage and the importance of 
family life_, The need logically fo~~ows 
then to strengthen the family in ita con-
tribution to the effective adjustment of 
individual family members. Some churches 
provide educational programs for young 
peop~e in which sex· education, boy-girl 
relations, .and eduootion for family living 
are set in a context of' human relations. 
Other ohurchas provide valuable material 
and instruction to garents f'or edual\ting 
their own children. " . 
The important function of the <lhuroh in this 
respect is the inollhoation of an ·appreciation for 
moral values in sex eduoation and family ~iving. 
This, the ohuroh ha:s been acoompl.ishing sinoe its 
earliest beginnings, and in this aspeot of the 
topic of family l.iving, it is making its greatest 
contribution today. 
The Sohool 
Probably no other agenoy today has within 
itself the power to produce a generation of men 
and women more educated in the principles of 
family living and sex education than ever before 
as has the s ohool.. Of course, i:f al.l schools 
were to be considered individually, such a school 
8 
. Kirkendall, Lester A., Sex Education as Human 
ReJ.ations, (New York: Inor Pub. Co., 1950} p. 136 
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~as would imbue the boys and gtrls with the ~inest 
o~ learning in the subject o~ sex education} woul.d 
be an ideal, and it is improbable that such a schoo~ 
does actually exist.. Throughout the oountry, how-
ever) espe.cial..ly in more progressive states, some. 
gains have been made in this direction, but the 
situation is reversed in most of the other states, 
and growth and development in education for ~emily 
living extends ~rom being non-existent, to coming 
to maturity- slowly and painfully. This is not be-
cause the teachers themselves are against it -
just the opposite ..... the teachers, on the whoJ.e, are 
in favor of it, but recognize their inability to do 
an effective job. A striking exampJ.e o~ that is, 
in 1.945-46, in the Los Angeles sah.ooJ. system, a 
program of orientation in f'amil.y living and sex 
education was of~ered to the teachers. Although 
the city was organized into districts for work, 
and gasoline was rationed, the teachers, dlose 
to one thousand o~ them, drove, some of them for 
thirty miles or more in thateoity, to attend a~ter­
school sessions in ~amily l.i:fe education for ten 
weeks with no added credits. Their letters or 
.praise indicate their ~atetul appreciation of 
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such a course. 9 
The same attitude seems to prevail. al.l over the 
country with teachers.. Sex educe ti on leaders every-
where have worked in close contact with teaa.bers, 
working with them in t.he,ir own classrooms, . and as their 
instructors in the many a.ourses off'ered at the uni var-
sity or graduate level... The teachers :feel their need 
f'or training both in the :factual and in the psychol.o-
gical. technique of approach, and take advantage of any 
such training wherever theymaan find it. 
In this review of the school, the. administrators 
must not be overlooked. For them, the situation is 
different. Being in a position of authority, they 
are responsible to the community in which they l.ive, 
and it is. often di:f:fiau1t, in certain situations, to 
make a decision, or to adapt a new philosophy con-
cerning the introduction o:f eduaation.:for :fanlily liv-
ing into the curriculum.. Many times community pres-
sure on these educators is su:ff'icient to stop all 
creative thinking in this matter. Viewing this, it 
is easier to understand why there is 1ess enthusiaam 
or agreement here, than in other groups. There are 
9 Strain, Frances B., and Eggert, Chester Lee, 
rtFramework for Family Life Educati ontt. Bulletin 
of' the National Association of' Secondar School. 
Principals, Washington, D.c.; December 1955 p. 11 
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~ome administrators, however, who have stated their 
.favorable attitude to.w.ard this area o.f education, and 
it can be assumed tha·t mos.t educational.. administrator-s 
personally .feel the need fa:.r such a course~. nstate 
superintendents of public instruction not only recog-
nize the need .for· family: J.if'e eduaa tion, but, in a re-
aent survey, .forty-three out. of forty--f'ive of' them 
also gave personal promise of their active aoopera-
tion.ulO It is easy to believe that most administra-
tors, if given the green light, or if' approached by 
some responsible camm.unity group, woul.d. wholehearted-
ly concern themselves with the so1ution of such a 
problem. 
The_ Community 
The community might correctly be called a campo-
site of the three groups mentioned above - the home, 
the ahurah, and the school - together with al.l. the 
other groups or .factors which serve as the environ-
ment .for an individual. It is, therefore, difficUlt 
to decide upon an exaot definition of' ttthe communi tytt, 
but for the purposes of this stu~, it will be con-
sidered as outlined above. 
Its three basic components have been examined, 
lO Ibid. p. 11. 
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and are found wanting - in eaah, the only thought 
which emerges as ~onstant is that education for family 
living and sex education is becoming increasingly 
necess~ry. The community outside of these three groups 
is just as aware of this need, and probably more pro-
gress is made in these other groups than ~here else, 
but this progress is too disorganized and isolated to 
be really effective. YMCA and YWCA progrEIDS, Girl and 
Boy Scouts, Red Feather Agencies, Womenst and Civic 
Cluhs, Parent-Teacher Associations, etc., have long 
bean active in promoting some kind of education for 
. " 
family living, whether for.mal or infor.mafu, but these 
services do not reach every individual .. 
The most important role played by the community is 
to pro~lde a supplementary source of education by 
util.izing and coordinating al..l the forces which are at 
work independently even now. This has met With a cer-
tain amount of success in those areas which have some 
education for family l.iving .. 
Summary 
Much space has been devoted tm an analysis of the 
current trend of opinion about education for family 
l.i ving, which was done to give the reader a complete 
picture of the problem as it is today - from four 
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.points o:r view. Certainly~ the need for education for 
family l.iving is evident~ and just as certainly the 
lack o:r education :for :family 1iving is evident. View-
ing the facts l.isted in any survey of the opinion of 
any group on the topic of education for :fami:by l.iving 
it is found that invariabl.y the favorable attitudes 
outweigh the unfavorable. Yet, there is still a lack 
of education for :family living. 
The problem o:f introducing the topic of education 
for family l.iving in the public schools of Massachu-
setts has always been an abstruse and delicate one. 
There have been numerous attempts to include this 
subject in the curricULum, but the :fact that only 
very few schools in the state have adopted this 
course of study attests to the futility of these. 
attempts. General public resentment, which cannot 
be pinned down to any one group, ~s high against 
this type of education, and the blame for the refusal 
to all.ow schools to teach preparation for family liv-
ing has been attributed to four factions - parents, 
clergymen, school administrators and teachers, and 
the community. Whene:ver a representative of the 
pu'blio is questioned about this subject, his refusal 
·is often succeeded by a re:ferenoe to one of these 
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f'our. Whether any one of td;tes.a is to bl.ame, whether 
any of them is rigidly opposed to such an idea or not, 
is not officially known. 
It is the hypothesis of this study that, singl.y, 
none o:f these four groups is actually at fault in 
hindering the progress which might be made in this 
matter, that, on the contrary, (and the existing evi-
dence seems to corroborate this fact) they might, on 
the whole, not only approve, but would welcome :formal. 
education for family living as a solution to an un-
pleasant )Tat prevalent situation. 
Clergymen themselves fee~ the need for some kind of 
a survey as this one, and, in communi eating with some 
of them, it has been found that most are keenly inter-
ested in the results of this study, to the extent that 
many (8.7%) have requested an abstract of the oona1u-
sions. 
To summarize the justifications: 
1. There is a great. need :for education for 
:family living. 
2. There is a special need for sex education. 
3 .. This need is recognized by parents, clergy-
men, school personnel, and students. 
4. There is a great lack of education for fam-
ily living in Massachusetts. 
5. The blame for this l.ack o:f education for 
family living in the public school.s of 
Massachusetts is attributed to the home, 
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the church~ the school and the community, 
by general opinion. 
6. This study will assume that none of these 
groups is actual~y at fault, and will at-
tempt to establish a true picture of the 
attitude of one of these groups - the 
clergy - on education for family living. 
7. Clergymen themselves are interested in 
seeing the results of' suoh a study, sinoe 
nothing of' this sort has ever been at-
tempted before.: 
8. This study, it is hoped, will lead the way 
to other related studies in this area. 
OHAPTER ITI. 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
One of the prinaipa~ reasons for attempting this 
study is that nothing has ever been done on this 
particular subject in Massachusetts. Why this is so 
cannot be determined, but. evidence shows very ~i tt~e 
research done on the subject of this study. There 
have been, however,. many studies, too numerous to 
~ist here, on the subjects of education for family 
living, sex education, attitudes of parents, duties 
and responsibilities of the home, church, sohoo~ and 
community, but, relative~y little information pertain-
ing to the church alone, has been revea~ed. There 
has been no specific study concentrating so~e~y on 
the ohuroh, end none, ·up to the present, done on the 
attitude of the Massachusetts clergy on the subject 
of family ~ife education. 
A smal~ number of' independent studies are some-
what related to this study, and there are avaUab~e 
·some statements of clergymen conoerlrlng the subject 
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·in question. These are here outlined briefly. 
Chaster Lee Eggert, prof'essor of aurrioulum at the 
University of Florida, is responsible for the nation-
wide survey which revealed the readiness of the aoun-
try for a standard ooursa of family life educ~tion in 
the publio sohools. This survey was undertaken to 
clarify current prevailing notions which the publia 
in general, had concerning the many facets of family 
.life education, and to rectify the mistaken ideas 
entertained by many people of how well such instruc-
tion would be reoei ved. His findings were quite the 
oontrary to the ~revalent thought of where the clergy-
men af all faiths stood on this issue. Although the 
clergy was examined only in a very general way, their 
feeling was of the general tone which said that they 
ha¢1. always been ready for education for family living. 
Perhaps the feeling is best summed up by Edward Lyman, 
Chairman of the Coordinating Committee of Catholic 
Lay Organizations of New York City, when he says: 
There are, in every community, those 
who believe firmly that sex education be-
longs in the home, not the school. But the 
disturbing facts about where - and when -
children pick up sex information are making 
a great many people aware that our sohools 
must assume some responsibility for teach-
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ing sex education to chil~ren and fff 
helping parents to do a better job. 
Lyman was not a clergyman. However, the Catholio 
viewpoint has been pointed as being the main opposition 
to eduoe.tion for family l.iving in publio schoolsie> Had 
this been the case, Lyman, spe:aking in his offi oial 
capacity as a layman, oould never have made this state-
ment w:ii. thout the approval of the church. 
Eggert goes on to show. :that.· not only the clergy 
l.aym.an is for this matter of a "new" type of edua:ation. 
He quotes heavil.y from many sources, namely the law, 
health and medicine, youth organizations, parents, and 
the clergy. However, the clergy, and their feeling on 
this matter, . comprises the fooal. point o:f his researo.l!l, 
as far as this study is concerned. Another example of 
an illustration of the alergy's opinion on this topic 
is furnished by G. Stuart Watts-Sydney, chaplain in 
the A. I. F. who wrote, "This campaign of s oientifi C. 
enlightenment must go forward and no reLigious, polit-
ical, or tmoral' interests must be permitted to stand 
in its way. n12 He refers to sex eduoati on. 
These are only a few of the views that oler~en 
have expressed in this matter of family life education 
11 Ib-td .. ~ p. 28 
12 Ibid. p.28 
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.in public schools. Eggert. found many instances in 
which the clergymen looked for fulfilLment of the 
great lack. What he found concerning the readiness of 
the clergy for a standard course on fmily life educa-
tion was that the clergy are rea~, and have always 
been so, and, in general., woUl.d support it. " ..... the. 
clergy and church have long been forerunners in the 
applioatdi.on of their profession to the needs of the 
family •.• Nearly every church today has its youth 
groups, its guild for young marrieds, its parentst 
1 nl3 d h k th • ~-t .p• t .. · a asses. • • an e as s e very s~E>'-'-'-.~.~ can ques-
tion, nwith knowLedge of such ~- psychologic need, 
with parents, clergy, doctors, the whole range of 
our citizenry strongl.y in favor,. why is family life 
education today so faltering, so tspottyt, so haLf-
hearted a business except. in a few exceptional. oen-
ters? ••• one wonders.n14 
Turning from the Eggert study, there can be foun.d 
. 
many other authors concerned in some way with the same 
probl.em. Education Magazine found the probl.em or large 
enough import to devote the major part of one issue to 
13rbid. p. s 
1~bid. p. LO 
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~'Sex Education and Fami~y Re~a ti ons tt. Father 0 'Leary 
is quoted by Educ~tion Magazine as saying. 
Education for me.rriage and family living 
should include not only the home economics area, 
but the rel.igious, sociological., psyohologi cal.., 
and certain physical aspects as well ••• the 
seconda~y school has a definite responsibility 
'~iiL this matter.l5 . . 
Perhaps, as stated before, the Catholic attitude 
toward this matter is not only important, but possiblW 
pivotal, owing to ·the fact that Catholics are the 
largest single denomination in this state. A great 
deal. has .. been written and said concerning the Catholic 
attitude toward birth control, both pro and con. Many 
people wonder, if the Catholic stand on birth control 
is such, what etse can their answer to sex education 
be but no? A Catholic spokesman says: 
. 15 
But are Catholic teachers and doctors joining in this campaign? Are priea$s in-
terested in it? Does the Church favor such 
education? The answer is yes and no. Cath-
olic educators are wholeheartedly in favor of 
sex education in the hemet but they insist 
that the instruction be truly Catholic in tone. 
Many parents are agreeing with these educators 
and following their advice. The successes of 
these parents in this matter are bringing 
other mothers and fathers to this course of 
action. When parents realize the beauty of 
purity as it is expressed by the Cathol.ic 
nse:m Education and Family Relations Number", 
Education, November, 1951. Vol LXXII p. 147 
Church, all their difficulties vanish and 
they are glad, even eager, to gi vel~hes e 
beautifuh ideas to tneir children. 
Another Catholic. spokesman says of this: ttEaoh of 
the three agencies - the home, school, and church -
must concern itself with marriage in its entirety, 
as it is proposed by the Catholic Church. ttl? 
The Protestant Church has he:J_d many conferences 
concerning this same problem. The .Fe:deral Council 
o:f the Churches o:f Christ in America, has this to 
say about the matter: 
The home, the ch uroh, and the school 
should see to it that children and young 
people receive sound sex instruction and 
character training~ .• we appeal to educators, 
ertis~, e.uthors, publishers, the press, the 
motion picture indus try, the broadcasting 
interests, and all other makers of public 
opinion, to recognize with us a great na-
tional responsibility for upholding high 
standards of conduct in the relations be-
tween the sexes, and for preparing youth 
to b~ b_ufgders o:f the :fUture homes of 
Amer~a:a. 
16 Bruckner, P.J"., How to Give Sex Instructions, (st .. 
LoUJba: The Q,ueents Work, 1937) p .. 3 
17 Connell, Francis J"., ttThe Obligatio.n o:f Home,. School 
and Church to Educate for Famll.y Life't, Marriage and 
Family Relationships, Alphonse H. Clemens, Ed. (Wash-
ington, D. C., The Catholic University of American 
Press, 1950) p. 7 
I: a From a leaflet, ttprotec.ting the Homett, issueil by the 
Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America, 
quoted in Kirkendall, Lester A., Sex Education as 
Human Relations, (New York: Inor Pub. Co, 1950} p .. 48 
------------ .. ----·· - --
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. And the General. Con:ferenee of the Methodist Church, in 
1940, stated thus: 
Our ehildren desire and have a right to 
know, before adolescence, the ~acts regarding 
the origin of life and the nature of their 
personalit,r. as it relates to sex. 
Parents; 1~ properl.y instructed, are best · 
fitted to give this assistance, but if they 
are recreant in this duty, then qualified 
persons in the ahurch should teach reverently 
the beautiful truth of life to offset the 
obscene and all too prevalent. mis1f9cr.mation 
to which our children are exposed. 
The editors o~ Coronet interviewed, among others, 
a number of clergr.men to show that Ameriaa•s youth is 
not being given the ahanee to have the sex education 
program they des.ire. Some of their findings are as 
~oll.ows: 
Rev. Edgar Sehmeidler, director of the 
National Conference of Catholics on Family 
Life said thet to this end (sex aducation) 
the home mmst lead the way, and the parent 
must bear the burden of instruction. How-
ever, the· ohuro.h and the se:hool al.so m ve 
highly important contributions to make. All. 
these institutions must. play their part i:f 
really effective sex training is to result. 
J"aaob Kepec, executive director of the 
Jewish Chil.dren's Bureau in Chicago, declared 
that interest and. curiosity aboat ae:x are 
perfectly normal in children. 
The Federal Council. of Churches of Christ 
in Amerie:a, through its Commission on Marriage 
and the Home declared that the misuse of' sex 
19 Ki'rkendall., Lester A., Sex Education as Human Rela-
tions, (New York: Inor Pub. Co., 1950) p. 49 
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is one of the greatest causes of' individual 
disaster, family disintegrat.ion, and social. 
corruption. The home, the church, and the 
school should see to it that children and 
young people receive soMfid sex instruction 
and character training. 
In dUne of 1948 and 1949, two workshops on mar-
riage and family relationships were held at the Oath-
. alia University of America. The authorities of the 
University sponsored these workshops in the hope that 
they 1rould not only serve to increase the profession-
al.. knowlegge of those dedi<lated to f'amil.y welfare and 
education, hut also that they woul.d act as a stimulus 
to an awakened interest within CathoLic circles in 
matters relating to family education and living. One 
of the more significant facts brought out at tlB work-
shops was this : 
.... all agencies that have the opportunity 
of exerting any influence on the youth of our 
nation should deem it one o:r their chief du-
ties to direct the minds and hearts of young 
men and women in such wise that we can expect 
from them a practical acceptance of the ideal 
o:r Christian marriage. The three agencies 
on which this obligation principally devolves 
2°Ferguson, Donita and Gilmer, Carol Lynn, ttsex Edu-
c·- cation,. Pl. ease tt, Coronet, January, 19 49 , p. ? 3-80 
quoted in Flynn, Leo Joseph, Sex Education in the 
.. SeaondaJY Schools, Unpublished Master's Thesis, · 
School of Education, Boston University, 1950. p·.I.:3-15 
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are the home, the school, and the ahurch. 21 
This review of' related research will. be completed 
by three representative quotations concerning eduaa-
tion :for finblly living taken :from the Bul~etin of' the 
National.. Association of' Secondary Sohool Principals: 
1. Twelfth Annual Co.ij.ven tion of' the 1\fa-
tional Catholic Conf'erenae on Family Life, 
Washington, D.C., 1.944, Rt. Rev. Monseigneur 
George dOhnson, PhD., in 'The School Helps 
the Homet: 
Even :from a pedagogiea1 point of view, 
dlose relations between the home and the 
school are imperative. There should be2a 
continuity between the kind of experience 
children have in the ol ass.room and· in the 
midst of' :family living. The same ideals 
should dominate in. both instanoes, and the 
same attitudes and habits should he cml.ti-
vated.22 
2. New York, National dSWish Welfare 
Board, in dewish Center Program Aids, quotes 
:from 'The Meaning of' M~riage and the Foun-
dations of' the Familyt by Sidney E.. Goldstein: 
2l.oonnell, Francis d. t "'The Obligation of' Home1 School, 
and Churoh to Ed uaa -ve :for Family Lif'e.tt, Marr~age and 
Family Relationships, Alphonse Ho Olamens, Ed. (Wash-
ington, D.C.: The Oatholia University of America 
Press, 1950} p. 6 
22strain, Frano:es B. and Eggert, Chester Lee, ttFrame-
work tor FamilyLif'e Eduoationn, Bull.etin of the 
··N.at'ional Association of Seoondar 89:h..O·Ql ~fincipals, 
Washington, D. c.: December, 1955 p. 29 
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In the course of 400 years of history 
the people of Israe~ have accumulated a 
social experience that is unique, and out 
, of this experience have come concepts of 
marriage and the f'amily, codes of conduat, 
.and a1so prinoip~es and ideals that embody 
the wisdom of centuries.23 
3. Staten Is~and, Immanuel Union Church, 
Rev. dames H. Link, pastor, says: 
My exp~ience in a pastorate convinces 
me of the value of starting sex education 
ear~y. There· is a great need for the ohurohes 
of today to help in this matter. I have found 
in my case work, that over and over again 
many problems have root in a fami~yts sex 
1ife. Parents are hungry today for help 
in giving their children sex education. The 
two pamphlets which the church offers on its 
readingctable in this. matter are constantly 
out of supply. Fifty copies of a. pam.pbl.et 
placet} on the reading table before a church 
service will be gone before the congregation 
leaves. The pub1io schools are not doing 
the job they should be doing on this problem. 24 
23 Ibid., p. 28 
24 Ibid., p .. 2? 
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CHAPTER IV 
SOURCES OF DATA 
Af't.er personal. :i.nter:fiews with a number o:r clergy-
men o:r all three major :faiths, it was decided to create 
a questionnaire o:f eighteen items, pertinent to the 
study-. This was done :for purely::,pradtical reasons. 
The problem of visiting each citergyman personal.ly 
:for the purpose o:r interviewing him was virtually im-
possible. The answers to this questionnaire provided 
the necessary data :for this study. A de:fense of the 
questionnaire will now be given in order to provide 
the reasons and justification o:r e·ach o:f the questions. 
De:fense o:f the Questionnaire 
The que.s tionnaire consisted o:f three pages of 
questions. Be:fore these questions, however, was stated 
the following: 
"Education for :family living is instruction in 
preparation :for marriage and rearing o:f a :family. It 
is believed by many that education of this type would 
be o:f great va:tue to any perso.n who intends eventually 
to marry and estab~ish a family relationship., In-
struction in family living woUld be concerned not only 
with the f'aotors which contributecL to a successful 
marriage and :family relationship, but also with the 
prob~ems which teen-agers :face in preparing tor en-
gagement, marriage and parenthood. Education for 
family living is intended to give the individual a 
mature and sincere approach to 811 phases of life, 
and thus to marriage~ n 
This is simply a statement of the defining prin-
cipl.es o:f eduaation :tor family living. The purpose of 
inoluding it in the questionnaire was to establish in 
the mind of the reader the c-orrect meaning of the phrase 
tteducation for family livingtt. To many, thia phrase 
indicates some connotation other than its own,. and 
there has.sbeen in the past, a misunderstanding con-
cerning the definition of education tor :family living. 
It was to clarify the meaning in the outlook o:f the 
one answering the questionnaire that the amount of 
space is given to it on the questionnaire. 
Q,ues tion 1. Do you bel.ieve that formal. education 
:for :family living is possible? 
yes __ no uncertain 
-
This was used as the lead-off question to deter-
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m~ne fzom the outset the possibi~ity of a for.mal type 
of education in preparation for marriage and the rear-
ing of a fami~y. A negative answer here would immedia~e­
ly show a definite dissenting attitude on the part of 
the clergyman who was answering, which woUld serve as 
a key to the rest of the answers to the questionnaire. 
A positive answer woul.d show just t;he opposite results. 
Question 2. Do you be~ieve there is a necessity 
for format education for family living? 
yes no_ uncertain 
Here, instead of the word "possibility", the word 
••necessitytt was used. The motive in thia question was 
to determine whether the condition of our economic 
structure, sex and moral attitudes, etc., demanded 
that education for family living in the public schools 
should be taught. A way to impart this information 
must be found. 
Question 3. Do you believe there is a necessity 
for public school education concerning psycho-sexual 
deve~opment and human reproduction? 
yes_ no __ uncertain 
----
Here, the defepse woUld be the same as found for ques-
~ion two, with the reminder that sex education is more 
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~peaific and more contamversial. than education fo~ 
family living, thereby rendering this question more 
signifiaant. A clergyman may be in favor of education 
for family living if it excludes sex education. This 
question was designed with this distinction in mind. 
Q;a.est:f;on 4. Do you think instruction in family 
living coUld be successfully carried on in ~ublic 
schools? 
yes_ no __ uncertain_ 
Here again, is another key question. CoUld educa-
tion for family living be carried on successfully in 
public school.s with students of different religious 
affiliations, backgrounds and belief's? CoUld the 
type of pyrblic school. eduaation as we know it today 
satisfy these students? And what does the cl.ergr.man 
think about this? His answer here tempers many of the 
other answers. 
Question 5. If a professionally trained, moral., 
competent,. and emotional.l.y mature teacher were ob-
tained, would you object to famil.y living being 
taught in publ.ic schools? 
yes __ _ no __ uncertain 
This question assumes that it would be theoretical-
ly possible to obtain a perfect instructor for eduea-
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.tion f'or family living. It is asked to ascertain wheth-
er or not the clergy think so, also, to see if they would 
pl.aoe trust in the instructor of such a course. 
Question 6. Would you prefer that this teacher be: 
male_ female. __ _ mrried_ singte __ 
no pref'erence if' the teacher is qualif'ied. __ 
This question is simp1y a statement of pref'erence 
as to the sex and marital. status of the teacher of educa-
tion f'or f'amily living... An answer of ttno preference if' 
the teacher is qual.ified" would indicate faith in the 
school administration, and confidence in the teacher of 
such material.. 
Question ?. Would you object to the religious af'f'ili-
ation of this teacher if he were otherwise acceptabl~ 
qualified for this field? 
yes____ no uncertain 
If all the qualifications of question 5 were met,· 
but the religious afi'il.iation of' the teacher differed 
i'rom the one answering, what then? If' an objection 
were raised on this point, then the rel.igion of' the 
tea.cher woul.d seem to take precedence over education. 
Question 8. Do you believe that some topi os in 
family living should be taught in junior high or 
,elementary grades? 
elementary_ junior high_ neither 
--
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.In other words, this' question asks, could some 
topics in education for family living be taught before 
the high school leve~? Whether the clergyman checks 
elementary or junior high is not as important as the 
fact that he checked one of them, thereby admitting 
that it may be needed before the high school ~evel. 
This also suggests the possibility that a well-organ-
ized curriculum in family living could start in the 
elementary grades. The instruction could well be 
commensurate with the grade level. 
Question 9. Do you believe that a special course 
in family living should be limited to the junior or 
senior ye ?..r in hi gb. s chool? 
yes __ no uncertain 
This question is the antithesis of question 8 to 
assure that. all. grade levels would be examined.. It 
also serves as a check on the validity of the answers 
to the two preceding questions. 
Question 10. Do you believe that a special course 
. 
in family living should be an elective·and not are-
quirement? 
yes_ no 
--
uncertain 
·This is an indication of the preferred structure 
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of such a course and might also serve as a kind of 
insurance to parental objections or objections from 
any part of the community •. 
Question l1. If you approve of education for 
family living, do you think the classes should be 
segregated according to sex? 
yes ____ no :for some c1asses 
This is al.so a question of the structure of such a 
course. Should boys and girls be subjected to such in-
struction as a group, or as a sex, or only for some 
subje.cts? 
Question l2. Which, if any, of these do you think 
a public school. course in family living should not 
include? 
_understanding .. self 
_getting along with others 
____ the effects of premarital sex experiences 
_sol. ving money pro bl..ems , 
_budgets, finances, insurance 
--~human reproduction 
---"you and your job 
_personal probl.ems 
___ ;psycho-sexual. development 
_ __,..;planning for the future 
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causes and e:f:t'ects o:t' venereal di:see.se 
-
__;__dating 
____ accepting responsibilities 
____ rearing a :family 
____ child care and development 
____ home nursing 
__ :t'acts about heredity and environment 
the causes of divorce 
the effect of divorce on families 
-
____ cultivating your interests 
____ purposes of the engagement period 
Again a question pertmin.ingJto structure of a 
course on family living, which seems to test whether 
or not one is in favor of all the fe~ily living facts 
or just a cursory sort of class o Here the respondent 
has the opportunity to discriminate among favore.ble 
e.nd un:t'avorabl.e topics of discussion. 
Q.uestion 13. I:t' you object. to some of the above 
topics being taught in public. schools, where do you 
think they should he taught? 
home 
church and church s c.hool 
____ family doctor 
____ other {please specify} 
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. This is designed to determine where the objection-
able material might be taught •. From the indications 
received in doing the research fmr this study, it is 
believed that the elergymens' answers to this question 
will prove highly significant. 
Question· 14. Would you personally like to see our 
public schoo:J_s adopt a program of education for family 
living? 
yes_ no 
--
uncertain 
This is perhaps the most important question of all. 
Here the respondent must teke a definite stand as to 
his attitude rel.ative to public schools actuaJ..ly adopt-
ing a program of education for family living. Is he 
for, against, or straddling the fence? 
Question l5o If you object to family life educa-
tion in the. public. schools, will you please state why? 
(if necessary, please use back of sheet). 
A question that simply extends the opportunity to 
defend his. answers in the form of free writing. 
Question 16. Please indicate your religious 
affiliation: 
Roman Catholic Protestant Jewish 
This is a question for necessary statistical data. 
Question 17. Please indie:ate your age group: 
21-30 31-40 4l. -50 51-60 Over 60 
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This is another question for necessary statistical 
data. 
Question 1.8. Please write below, or on the other 
side, any additional comments you care to make. 
This extends to the respondent an opportunity to 
express thoughts which he feels may not have been 
brought out by the questionnaire, and also a chance 
to el.aborate on any of his answers. 
Boaton University 
School o~ Education 
Library 
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CHAPTER V. 
PROCEDURE 
Methods of Se.curing Data 
In the beginning was the idea for this study, and 
this was gotten f;r:om an interest in the subject shared 
by the writers, and from suggestions made by colleagues, 
professors, and cl.ergymen. themse~ves. It was necessary 
to confer and coo,rdi nate ideas as to exact goals and 
outcomes, what shoUld be accomplished, the reasons for 
such a study, the format, etc., With these .::i!lems agreed 
upon, the ne:x:t step was to find out, in an informah man-
ner, how well this study wo ul..d be received by the ci.ergy-
men themselves. This step was undertaken byntaJ.king in-
formally with a few c~ergymen about the problem its~lf 
and its reception. Having obtained a favorable, and 
even enthu.siastin.: response, it was decided to proceed 
with the study. 
With this preliminary work completed, the ne:x:t 
business at hand was to devise some kind of question-
~aire with which to make the survey. After much con-
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sultation, a group of twelve questions ware listed, to-
gether witru1the definition of education for famiLy 1iv-
ing and sex education. A letter was composed to be 
sent with the questionnaire, (for a copy of thia letter, 
see Appendix A) for the purpose of explaining the study 
and the questionnaire. {For a copy of this original 
.queeti.onnaire, see Appendix B) This questionnaire and 
accompanying letter were mimeographed and sent, with 
self-addressed, stamped, return envel.opes, to twel.ve 
a'lergymen for a pUot study .. · These a'lergymen were aha-
sen at random (seven Catholic clergymen, four Protestant 
clergymen, and one clewish clergyman). They had been 
asked to fill out the questionnaire, add any comments 
or additional. information they would care to, and re-
tu.rn it. 
On the basis of the returned questionnaires {al.l 
twsl ve were returned) and upon the comments and addi-
tional information contained within them, it was de-
cided to revise and enlarge the questionnaire. Six 
new questions were added, incl.uding two which gave 
the reader an opportunity for free writing and ex-
pression of ideas. The definition of sex education 
was omitted from the opening pa~agraph because it 
seemed to be unnecessary. (For a copy of the revised 
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,questionnaire, see Appendix C) 
The resUlts of the pilot study, which was conducted 
to get an impression of how this study woUld be received 
by the cLergy, to gain suggestions for improvement of 
the questionnaire, and to receive an indication in mini-
ature of the final results, were, on the whole, very 
favorable 8nd gave the needed fmpetus to the study. 
The revised questionnaire was, therefore, prepared, and 
it was decided to send out five hundred of them to the 
clergy in Massachusetts in the correct proportion ac-
cording to church-going population. 
The percentages necessary for the study were ob-
tained from the office of the Massachusetts Council 
of Churches> which, in some cases, could supply only 
the approximate percentages. These are, as follows: 
Population of Massachusetts - 4, 690,524 - 100% 
Population of Church Goers - 3~655,601 - ?8% 
Breaking these numbers down into the proportion-
ate percentages of Cathol.ics, Protestants, and J"ews, 
the resUlts are: 
Cathol.ics 
2,248,195-48% Populatlon-61...5% Church Goers 
Protestant 
1,169,?92-25% Population-32% Church Goers 
Jewish 1 -· 
237,514 '* 5% Popul.a'tion .... 6.5% Church Goers 
The figures used in this study had to be, of 
course, the percentages of church-goers (that is, 
those who are recorded me.mbers of any churnh.) 
Since the total number of questionnaires to be sent 
out was five hundred, they were apportioned as 
follows: 
Catholic - 61.5% of 500 .... 308 
Protestant - 32% of 500 ~ 160 
Jewish _. 5.,5% of 500 ""' 33 
Included with each questionnaire were the letter ex~ 
plaining the p~rpose of the study, a self-addressed, 
stamped, return envelope, ~d an additional flyer stat~ 
ing that if the particular clergyman would like an ab-
stract of the study when it is completed, he could send 
a postcard~request to one of the two researchers sometime 
after he had sent in his questionnaire. There now re-
mained only the problem of choosing the clergymen to 
whom the questionnaires should be sent. 
Since the selection was to be a random sampling, it 
was decided to select the clergymen alphabetically. To 
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se~d three hundred eight questionnaires to the Catholic 
clergy, it was only necessary to obtain the first three 
hundred eight names of clergymen from Massac~usetts in 
the Catholic Directory of the United States. The Protestant 
and Jewish clergy however,. are not listed in a directory; 
as far as could be ascertained~ there is no complete 
published list of Protestant and Jewish clergymen; there-
fore it was necessary to devise some other means of 
contacting them. It was deeided to send out the ques-
tionnaires as expediently as possible~ aodording to 
population, and at the same time obtaining a good geo-
graphical seatter. 
For the Protestant clergy, the following method was 
used: 
An alphabetical list of all the cities and towns of 
one thousand population and over in the state of Massa-
chusetts was obtained from the 1/lorld Atlas, with the 
population of each one. It was decided to get a repre-
sentative but random sampling according to location, 
so the questionnaires were sent out following this plan 
(until the number 160 ~reached): 
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·.population 
Ow5,000 w one clergyman 
5,000-10,000 - one clergyman per 5,000 popUlation 
10,000-50,000 .-. one cl.ergyman per ~o,ooo popul.ation 
50,000-100,000 - one c1ergyman p~ 25,000 population 
over 100,000 - one clergyman per 50,000 popUlation 
This technique was adopted only after giving carefUl 
thought to finding the possible me~od which woUld best 
accomplish a thorough distribution or questionnaires. 
The method described above seemed to be the one best 
suited to such a task. 
The addresses were found listed under ttChurchesrt 
in the Telephone Directories (whiah were obtained from 
every city and town in the state of Massachusetts). 
Where there were more names listed in the Directory 
than were needed for that particular area, an even 
further sampling was accomplished by taking every 
second, every third, every fourth, or.every f'ifth one, 
depending upon the number offered. For example, the 
city of Boston has over ?00,000 people. Since only 
fourteen names of Protestant clergymen were needed 
:rrom this area, it was more expedient to take every 
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' fifth one, until the number :ro;Irteen was'reached, than 
it would have been to take the :t'irst fourteen names. 
Since only one hundred sixty names were needed, it was 
necessary to take only the first one hundred sixty 
pro cured by this system. 
With the Jewish clergy, the situation was much 
s~pler. The Telephone Directories for all theccities 
and towns of Massachusetts were utilized again, but 
this time, all the names were compiled alphabetically 
(since there are fewer than one hundred) and, as was 
done with the Catholic clergy, the first thirty-three 
names were used, with care that there was a minimum 
ot repetition within the same city. 
It was arbitr&Dily decided that three hundred re-
turns, or a minimum of sixty percent, should be re-
ceived in order that this study be completed with re-
sults of' considerable significance. As the returns 
came back, they were gr_ouped into Catholic, Protestant, 
and Jewish categories. Using the percentages available, 
with three hundred as a total, the following numbers 
of each were needed: 
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Catholic - 51.5% of 300 - 185 
Protestant - 32% of 300 - 95 
Jewish 5.5% of 300 - 19 
In order to insure a scientifical1y correct out-
off, the first (to arrive) one hundred eigh~-five 
questionnaires from Catholic alergymen were used, the 
first ninety-six questionnaires fram Protestant clergy-
men were used, and the first nineteen questionnaires 
from J'"ewish alergymen were used. The questionnaires 
which were returned after this out-off (fourtee,n in 
all} were not tabulated, beoause if they had been,the 
desired propD~t~on, according to faith, would have 
been thrown out of balance. A higher peroentagernof 
return could have been obtained, but it would have 
been time-consuming and expensive, since all five 
hundred would have needed a second mailing in view 
of the faat that those aLready received were without 
marks of identification. 
Treatment of the Data 
General - In a study of this type, a statistical 
analysis is the only effective means of evaluating the 
results. The best and simpl.est method of presenting 
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the statistical evaluation is by means or a series of 
tables, showing results in a totaled and tabulated for.m. 
The tables of the results of this study will be pre-
sented both numerically and in percentages. The manner 
in whieh they were tabulated will be described. 
1. The questionnaires were divided into-three 
groups - Oathol.ic (185), Protestant (96), and J"ewish (19). 
2. The questionnaires of each group were divided 
into eighteen categories (representing the eighteen 
questions) with subdivisions under each category indi-
cating the answers to that partiaatar question. 
3. A separate count was made to determine if eaoh 
question was or was not answered. 
4. The answers of the que.stionnaires were then 
tallied to find the number of times a certain answer 
was made to a certain question. 
5. These tallies were added up to find the total 
number of times eaoh response was made to each question ... 
6 .. All the percentages were then oaloul.ated. These 
results were then grouped into the following Master 
Sheets: 
1.. A Master Sheet showing the total data of the 
.Catholic clergy. (see Appendix D) 
2. A Master Sheet showing the total data of the 
Protestant clergy. (see Appendix E) 
3. A Master Sheet showing the total data of the 
Jewish clergy. {see Appendix F) 
All data on the Master Sheets are listed according 
to the number of items on the questionnaire. 
Specific- The :results of the questionnaire 'are of an 
extremely interesting nature, and require but a small 
amount of interpretation to be understood, therefore 
it would expedite ma t.te.rs somewhat to present two 
short tables for eaoh item in the questionnaire - one 
showing how well the question was answered, the other 
giving the results in favor of each answer. Interpre-
tations will be presented a1ong with each table. 
Results 
~uestion 1. DoLyou believe that formal education for 
family living is possible? 
Below are two expository tables, which demonstrate 
the results of the response to this question. Table 3 
summarizes t.he number and percentage of' clergymen who 
answered the question (or did not answer), and table 4 
shows the results of their ans.wers. 
TABI:.E 3. 
NUMBER OF ANSWERS OF THE OLERGYMEN TOWARD TEE POSSIBIL'-
ITY OF FORMAL EDUCATION FOR FAMILY LIVING 
answered did not answer 
Clergy no. % no. % 
Catholio 185 l.OO 0 0 
Protestant 96 100 0 0 
Jewish 19 J.OO 0 0 
TABLE 4. 
RESULTS OF ANSWERS OF THE CLERGYMEN SHOWING THl!ITR ATTI~ 
TUDE TOWARD THE POSSIBTI.ITY OF FORMAL EDUCATION FOR 
FAMILY LIVING 
yes no unoertain 
Clerg_v no. % no. % no .. -% 
. 
Catho1io 1146 '79 29 16 10 5 
Protestant 89 93 4 4 3 3 
Jewish 18 95 0 a ]. 5 
/ 
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It was encouraging to the authors to find that out 
of the three hundred clergymen w.ho answered this question 
on1y thirty-three of them indicated that they felt there 
was no possibility of a for.mal education for family liv-
ing. The majority of the dissenters were the Catholic 
o~ergy with twenty-nine of them believing that this type 
of education is not possib~e; four Proteatant clergy 
shared this belief, while the Jewish men were unanimous 
in their feeling that such instruction is possible. Out 
of a total of three hundred reporting on1y seven percent 
believed education for family living impossible. In the 
uncertain category we find fourteen, with again, the 
Oatholics in the majority. Percentagewise, fiue percent 
of the clergymen were in doubt .. 
Question 2. Do you believe there is a necessity for 
, formal eduoation for family living? 
nlustrative tables shown bel.ow indicate the atti-
tude of the clergy toward this question of the neeessity 
for formal education for family living. Table 5 shows 
the number and percentage of clergy.men who responded, 
and ·table 6 is a statistical report of their answers. 
TABLE 5 
NUMBER OF ANSWERS OF THE ar..ERGY.MEN TOVTARD THE NECESSITY 
FOR FORMAL EDUCATION FOR FAMILY LIVING 
answered diL·d not answer 
Ol.ergy nib. % no. % 
catholic 185 ~00 0 0 
Protestant 96 lOO 0 0 
J"ewish ~9 100 0 0 
TABLE 6 
RESlL TS OF ANSWERS OF THE CLERGYMEN SHOWING THEIR ATTI-
TDDE TOWARD TEE NECESSITY OF FORMAL EDUCATION FOR F.AM-
lLY LIVING 
yes no uncertain 
Clergy no .. % no. % no. Po 
Catholic 142 77 34 18 9 5 
Protestant 90 94 5 5 1 1 
J"ewish 17 89 2 ll. 0 0 
In this question the real necessity- :for education 
:for family living was explored~ Here again, one hun-
dred percent of the clergy answered the question. 
Tb.irty-four Cathol.ic, five Protestant and two J"ewish 
clergy answered in the negative for a total. of forty-
one, making it fourteen peroent dealaiming the absolute 
need for instruction in family living. 
A more encouraging note was that only nine Oatholic 
c1ergymen and one Protestant tilergymen were uncertain. 
The statistiaal summary here shows that eighty-three 
percent of the clergy :f'e~t the neoessity of family life 
instruction whereas only seventeen percent thought 
there was no necessity. Out of this seventeen percent, 
it must be kept in mind that three per6ent fell into 
the uncertain column. 
Question 3. Do you belie.ve there is a neoessity for 
publio school education concerning psycho-sexual de-
velopment and human reproduction? 
The information and statistics ooncerning this 
question are found below in the form of tables.. Table 
7 shows the number and percentage of olergymen who 
answered this question, and table 8 indioates the 
results of their answers. 
TABLE 7 
NUMBER OF ANSWERS OF CLERGYMEN TOWARD THE NECESSITY 
FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION CONCERNING PSYOHO-SEXU.AL 
DEVELOPMENT AND HOMAN REPRODUCTION 
answered did not ans.wer 
Clergy no. Jo no. % 
Oatho1io 184 99 1 1 
Protestant 96 100 0 0 
J"ewish 19 100 0 0 
TABLE 8 
RESULTS OF ANSWERS OF CLERGYMEN SHOWING TEEIR ATTITUDE 
TOWARD THE NECESSITY FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION OON'-
OERNING PSYCHO-SEXUAL DEVELOPMENT AND .lliOMAN 
REPRODUCTION 
y_es no uncertain 
Clergy no. % no .. % no. % 
Catholic 112 61 57 31 15 8 
Protestant 79 82 6 6 11 12 
J"ewish 18 95' 1 5 0 0 
This item dealing with the necessity for pub1io sohoo1 
education concerning psyoho-sexu~ development and human 
reprpduotion presents somewhat the same pattern as found 
in the interpretation for question two. Out of 
ninety-nine point five percent answering, there is 
a total of seventy percent of the clergy in favor 
of such instruction, twenty-one percent answering 
no, and nine percent declaring themselves uncertain. 
Of the three.groups of citergr.men, the Catholic 
clergy were 1east in favor of instruction in psycho-
sexual development and human reproduction with a 
total of thirty-one percent in the negative column. 
The Protestant clergy had a total. of six percent, 
and the Jewish al.ergy a total. of five percent 
against such instruction. 
Question 4o Do you think instruction in family living 
could be successfully carried on in s ohool? 
Below are two tables which give the statistical 
reports of the manner in which this item from the 
questionnaire was treated by the olergy.mene Table 
ni.111e indicates the number and percentage of alergy-
men who answered, and tabl.e tan shows the results 
of their answers. 
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TABLE 9 
NUMBER OF ANSWERS OF THE QL,ER.QYMEN TOWARD TEE POSSIBILITY 
OF SUCCESSFULLY OAR.RYING ON INSTRUCTION IN FAMILY LIVING 
IN SOHOCJL 
answered did not answer 
Cler-gy no. % no. ~ 
Catholia: 1.82: 9B 5 2 
Protestant, 96 100 0 0 
J"ewish 1.9 1.00 0 0 
TABLE 1.0 
RESULTS OF ANSWERS OF CLERGYMEN Tow.Q.RD THE. POSSIBILITY 
OF SUOOESSFOLLY CARRYING ON INSTRUCTION IN FAMILY 
LIVING IN SOHOOL 
yes no unaer:tain 
Clerf73" no. % no. % no. ia 
Oath olio: 124: 68 36 20 22, 12 
Protestant ?4 77 11 1~.5 11 11.5 
J'ewish 15 79 2 1.0.5 2 1.0.5 
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This key question, which gets at the success or family 
living instruction in the public s.chool situation is 
most significant. Ninety-nine percent or the clergy 
answered this item with most encouraging and satis-
fying results. The percentage of affirmative re-
sponses was: Catholic clergr, sixty-eight percent, 
Protestant clergy, seventy-seven percent, and Jewish 
alergy seventy-nine percent. The percentage of un-
certain answers was twelve percent for Catholic and 
eleven point five percent for Protestant clergy, and 
ten point five per6ent for Jewish clergy. 
Question 5. If a professionally trained, moral, com-
petent, and emotionally mature teacher were obtained, 
would you object to family living being taught in 
public schools? 
Below are two tab1as which illustrate the re-
sults of' the response to this question. Table eleven 
is a summary of' the number and percentage of' clergy-
men who answered this question, and table twelve 
points out the results in favor of(~each answer .. 
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TABLE 1.1 • 
• 
NUMBER OF ANSWERS OF THE ar..ERGYMEN CONCERNING THE 
TEACHER OF EDUCATION FOR FAMILY LIVING 
answered did not answer 
· ·- -· a~(er@Y no. % no. % 
Catholic 179 97 6 3 
·Protestant 94 98 2 2 
J"ewish 1.9 1.00 0 0 
TABLE 1.2 
RESULT:3 OF ANSWERS OF TEE aL.ERGYMEN .SHOWING THEIR 
ATTITUDE TOWARD THE TEACHER OF EDUOATI ON FOR 
FAMILY LIVING 
yes no uncertain 
Clergy no .. Cfa no. % no. _% 
Catholic 27 15 134 75 18 10 
Protestant 4 4 88 94 a 2 
J"ewish 1 5 1.8 95 0 0 
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This question indiootes that the a.l.m.os:b per:fect teacher .. 
for education for family living could be obtained to 
instruct the course. The attitude of the clergy in this 
area showed that ninety-seven percent answered, with 
seventy-five percent Oatho~ic clergy, ninety-:four per-
cent Protestant clergy, and ninety-five percent ~ewish 
cl.ergy answering in the negative, showing that the 
clergy would not ob j eot. to eduoa ti on for family living 
in the public school.s of Massachusetts if taught by 
a professionall.y trained, moral.,. oompet.ent and emot.ion-
ally mature teacher. The uncertain column was of 
litt~e consequence 'With a total of seven percent 
answering - ten percent Catholic clergy and two per-
cent. Protestant clergy. 
Question 6. WoUld you prefer that this teacher be: 
male, female, married, singl.e, or no preference if' 
the teacher is qu~i:fied? 
The following tables are offered to show the 
number and type of responses to this question. Table 
thirteen illustrates the number and percent of clergy-
. men answering, and table 14,. the results of their 
answers. 
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TABLE ~3 
NUMBER OF ANSt~ OF THE CI.ERGYMEN CONCERNING THE 
QUALIFIOATI ONS OF THE TEACHER OF EDUCATION FOR 
FAMILY LIVING 
answared did not answer 
Ol.ergv no. % no. -% 
Catho~ic ~42 77 43 23 
Protestant 96 ~00 0 0 
J"ewish ~9 ~00 0 0 
TABLE 14 
RESULTS OF ANSWERS OF THE aLERGYMEN CONCERNING THE 
Q,U.ALI.FICATIONS OF THE TEACHER OF EDUCATION FOR 
FAMJLY LIVING 
M F Marr. Sing. NP 
Olergv no. % no. % no. % no. % no. % 
Catholic 3 2 6 4 ~8 ~3 0 0 115 81 
Protestant 9 10 6 6 33 34 1 l. 47 49 
J"ewish 0 0 2 11 5 25 0 0 12 63 
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Question six shows the ~ait~ of the clergy in the 
administration of the schoo~s, and an aLmost com-
p~ete disregard for the sex or marital status of 
the instructoro This point Ji.s revealed by the great 
number of clergymen w.ho indicated they had no pre-
ference if the teacher was qualified. The statis-
tics show that out of a total of eight-six percent 
of the clergy who answered, sixty-eight percent 
indicated no preference. The remaining percentage 
of answers were spread out over the remaining four 
categories of male, female, married and single. 
Question 7. Would you object to the re~igious 
affiliation of this teacher if he were otherwise 
ac~eptably qualified for this field? 
Below are presented the explanatory statis-
tical tables for this question, tab~e fi~teen 
showing the number and percentage o~ clergy-
men answering, and table sixteen, the results 
o~ their answers. 
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TABLE 15 
NUMBER OF ANSWERS OF THE CLERGYMEN CONCERNING THE 
BELIGI OUS AFFTI.IATION OF THE TEACHER OF EDUCATION 
FOR FAMILYLIVING 
answered did not answer 
Clergy no. % no. % 
Cathol.io 169 91 16 9 
Protestant 95 99 l 1 
Jewish 1.9 100 0 0 
TABLE 1.6 
RESU:.TS OF ANSWERS OF THE. CLERGYMEN CONCERNING TEEIR 
ATTITOEE TOWARD THE RE:.IGIOUS AFFlLIATION OF THE 
TEACHER OF EDUCATION FOR· FAMlLY LIVING 
yes no uncertain 
Clergy- no. '% no. -% no. % 
Catholic 52 31. 88 52 29 17 
Protestant 1.? 18 52 55 26 2'7 
Jewish 3 16 13 68 3 16 
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A big problem for this study to ascertain is: Is the 
possibility of getting good instructors, community accep-
tance, and school. approval spoiled by having to meet in-
surmountable obstacles by virtue of the fact that the in-
structor for education for family living might not be of 
the religion that conformed to the ma;jori ty group of the 
community? Must the instructor be Protestant (or Oatho-
l~c, or dewish} if this community seems to be predomin-
antly Protestant {or Catholic, or dewish) with definite 
religious ideas, or could an instructor with any reli-
gious affiliation make an equaLly good educational apr-
preach to family living? 
The s:tatistics prove that by more than two to one 
the clergy would not object to the religious affiliation 
of the teacher, if he were otherwise acceptabl.y; quali-
fied. Out of one hundred sixty-nine Catholic c1ergy who 
answered, only fifty-two objected to the rel-igion of the 
teacher opposed to eighty-eight who did not. The Pro-
testant clergy showed seventeen opposed and fifty-two 
not opposed. The Jewish d!Lergy fell. right in line with 
three objections against thirteen not opposed. 
Que~tion 8. Do you believe that some topics in famiLy 
living should be taught in junior high or elementary 
'15 
grades? 
The statistical results of this ~estion are pre-
sented be1ow in table form. Table seventeen offers the 
number and percentages o:t the olerg.vmen who answered, and 
table eighteen, the results for each answer. 
T.ABLE ])l 
NUMBER OF ANSWERS OF THE CLERGYMEN REGARDING THE ADVIS-
ABTI.ITY OF TEACHING SOME TOPICS IN FAJ1m. Y LIVING 
IN JlJNI OR HIGH OR :ELEMENTARY GRADES 
' 
answered did not answer 
Clerg_v no. % no. % 
Catholic 185 100 0 0 
\ 
Protestant 96 100 0 0 
Jewish 1.9 100 0 0 
TABLE 18 
RESULTS OF ANSWERS OF THE OLERGYliJEN SHOWING THEIR 
ATTITUDES TOWARD THE ADVISABILITY OF TEACHING 
SOME TOPICS IN FAMILY LIVING IN JUNIOR HIGH 
OR ELEMENTARY GRADES 
junior 
el.ementary high neither 
Ol.erg_v no. % no. ~ no. % 
Cathol.io 47 25 92 50 46 25 
. 
Protestant 30 31 58 61 8 8 
J"e'Wish 4 21 11 58 4 21 
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The statistics for item eight on the questionnaire 
show that all the ci.ergy answered this item. The 
possibility was examined in this item whether or not 
a we£1 organized course in education for fami1y liv-
ing coUld start in the elementary grades or junior 
high school. The resULts show that forty-seven of 
the Catholic Olergr, thirty of the Protestant clergy, 
and four of the Jewish clergy thought that education 
for family 1iving had a place at the elementary level; 
ninety-twa Catholic clergy, fifty-eight Protestant 
clergy, and eleven Jewish olergy.felt that it might 
also be carried on at the junior high level; however, 
forty-six Catholic, eight Protestant and four Jewish 
clergy felt it belonged in neither the elementary or 
junior high school. 
~uestion 9. Do you be1ieve that a special course in 
family living shoUld be limited to the junior or 
senior yeFJ.r in high school? 
The two succeeding tables are evidence of the re-
sUlts of the response to this question. Table nineteen 
shows the numbers and percentages of those answering, 
and table twenty gives an account of the result of each 
answer. 
TABr.E 19 
NUMBERS OF ANSVlERS OF THE CLERGYMEN TO'!TARD THE .ADv.rs::.. 
ABTI..ITY OF LIMITING A SPECIAL CODRSE IN FAr.ITLY 
LIVING TO THE JUNIOR OR SE:t-ITOR YEAR IN HIGH 
SCHOOL 
C1er 
Catholic. 
Protestant 
Jewish 
answered 
no .. 
143 
85 
16 
TABLE 20 
77 
89 
84 
did not answer 
no. 
42 
11 
3 
23 
11 
16 
RESULTS OF ANSWERS OF CLERGYMEN SHOWING THEIR ATTITUDES 
CONCERNING THE ADVISABILITY OF LIMITING A SPECIAL 
COUBSE IN FAMILY LIVING TO TEE JUNIOR OR SE.l'ITOR 
YEAR IN HIGH SCHOOL 
yes no uncertain 
Clergy- no .. % no .. % no. -% 
Catholic 37 26 1.00 70 6 4 
Protestant 27 32 52 61 6 7 
J"ewish 2 13 13 81 1 6 
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Item nine queries the clergy in regard to limiting 
a special course in family living to the junior or 
senior y.ear in high schoo~. The majority of the 
c~ergymen feel that such a course should not be 
~imi ted to high school, as evidenced by the follow-
ing statistics: one hundred or seventy percent 
Catholic, fifty-two or sixty-one percent Protestant, 
and ~hirteen or eighty-one percent Jewish are in 
favor of introducing education for family living 
sometime earlier than high school. The statistics 
for this question can also be rel.Bteci in pe.rt to 
the statistics of question eight regarding their 
validity. 
Question 10. Do you believe that a special course 
in family living should be an eleotive and not a 
requirement? 
The evidence fo!! this question is seen in the 
following tables, which show (table al) the number 
and percentage of answers from the clergy, and, 
(table 22} the results of their answers to the 
question. 
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TABLE 21 
NUMBER OF ANSWERS OF TEE OLER.GY.MEN TOWARD THE ADVIS-
ABILITY OF RAVING A SPECIAL OOUBSE IN FAMILY 
LIVING AN J!r,.EOTIU AND NOT A :REQ,UIREMENT 
answered did not answer 
Clergy no. % ·no. % 
C:athoJ.ia ].391 75 45 25 
Protes-tant-. 9~ 95 5 5 
J"ewish ~7 89 2 ].]. 
~ 
. 
m:ac::m aa 
RES\LTS OF ANSWERS OF THE: OL.ERGDJ.IEN GONOERNING THEIR 
FE)l:LINGS TOWARD THE. ADVISABILITY OF HAVING A SPECIAL 
COURSE IN F.AMJLY LIVING AN J!LEOTDZE. AND NOT A 
REQ,'OiltEliiiENT 
:vas. no uneertain 
Oler.gy no. % no. % no. % 
Catholic: 57 2'I 90 64 1.2 9 
Protestan-t 35 40 48 55 7 7 
J"ewish 4: 24. l2 70 1 6 
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In this question, the clergr as a whole, ~elt that the 
1 
course in ~emily living should be a required course. 
The aggregate ~igures show that seventy-seven of them 
were in favor of making this an elective course, 
whereas one hundred ~~ty o~ them felt it should be 
required. Twenty were in doubt on this question. 
Question 11. If you approve of education for ~ami1y 
living, do you think the classes should be segregated 
according to sex? 
Table 23 shows the numbers and percentages of 
alergymen who answered, and table 24, the results of 
these answers to this question. 
TABLE 23 
NUMBER OF ANSWERS OF TEE CLERGYMEN Tffi'l.ARD TEE ADVIS-
ABILITY OF SEGREGATING THE GLASSES ACCORDING TO 
SEX 
answered did not answer 
Clergy no. % no. ~ 
Catholia 128 69 57 31. 
Protestant 92 96 4 4 
Jewish 1.6 84 3 16 
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T4BLE 24 
BESli.TS OF ANSWERS OF THE CLERGYMEN CONCERNING TEEm 
ATTITUDE TOWARD THK ADVISABILITY OF SEGREGATING TEE 
CLASSES ACCORDING TO SEX 
yes no f'or some 
C~ergy_ no .. Po no. %_ no. % 
Catholi:e 42 33 64 50 22 1.7 
Protestant 18 20 40 43 34 37 
J'ewish 2 1.2 6 38 a 50 
Should boys and girl~ be subjected to f'ami~y ~iving 
instruction as a group or as ~ sex? The interest 
of' the Catholic clergy here was not as great as in 
the other items, because it was f'ound that f'if'ty-
seven of the total did not answer. By contrast, 
the Protestant and J'ewish clergy showed extremely 
high interest on this item. All three religious 
groups, in general, wanted no segregation of' the 
sexes. 
Question 12. Which, if' any, of these do you think 
a public sahool course in family living should not 
inol.ude? 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
s. 
9. 
1.0. 
11. 
12. 
13 .. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
~9. 
20. 
21.. 
understanding self 
get~ing along with others 
~he effect of premarital sex experiences 
solving money problems 
budgets, finances, insurance 
human reproduction 
you and your job 
personal problems 
psycho-sexual development 
planning for the future 
the causes and effects of venerai ¢l.isease 
dating 
accepting responsibilities 
reariug a family 
child care and development 
home nursing 
facts about heredity and environment 
causes of divorce 
effect of divorce on families 
cultivating your interests 
purposes of the engageme.nt period 
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Table 85 shows the results of the amount of re-
sponses (both by numbers and pereents) to the question. 
Sinae, however, this is a someWhat longer and more com-
plex question than most of the others, it. was necessary 
to create a dif'ferently-structtired table. The fol.l.ow-
ing tabl.e 26 is, therefore, constructed to show the re-
sults in favor of' each it~ in the question. 
TABLE 25 
NUMBER OF ANSWERS OF THE CLERGYMEN CONCERNING THOSE 
SUBJECTS A COBSE IN FAMILY LIVING SHOULD NOT 
INCLUDE -
answered did not answer 
Cl.error no. % no. % 
Cathol.ia 111 60 74 40 
Protestant 35 . 36 61 64 
Je1ftJi.Sh 7 . 37 12 63 
'I'.AB[.E 2 6. 
RESULTS OF ANSWERS OF THE aLERGYMEN TOWARD THOSE SUBJECTS 
A COURSE IN F.A.ll..lf!LY LIVING SHOULD NOT INCLUDE 
Cathol.ie Protestant Jewish 
Item no. no. % no. ~Q no. % 
1. 9 8 2 6 0 0 
2 .. 8 7 2 6 0 0 
.. 
84 
85 
TABLE 25 (continued) 
Catholic Protestant J"ewish 
Item no .. no .. % no. % no. % 
3. 40 35 7 20 2 29 
4. 10 9 3 9 0 0 
5. 9 8 12 5 1 14 
6. 35 32 1 3 0 0 
7. 10 9 1 3 2 29 
8. 12 11 3 9 0 0 
9. 50 45 4 l1 2 29 
10. 1.2 ll 1 3 0 0 
l1. 54 49 5 14 2 29 
12. 15 1.4 2 6 0 0 
13. 1.0 9 l. 3 0 0 
l4 .. 1.3 12 5 14 1 '14 
15. 13 12 5 14 0 0 
16. 13 12 4 11. l. 14 
17. 13 12 2 5 0 0 
•, 
18. 12 11. 3 9 2 29· 
1.9. 1.2 1.1 l. 3 3 43 
20. 9 8 2 5 1 14 
21. 9 8 1 3 0 0 
. 
-----------~--~ -~~~~--~- ~ ~~ 
The preoedimg statisti os were obtained in the following 
manner: for eaoh religious group, the table shows the 
percentage of those answering who oheoked the various 
items; for example, for Item 1, eight percent of the 
Catholic atergy who answered, six percent of the Pro-
testant clergy who answered, and zero percent of the 
Jewish clergy who answered,. checked this item. In 
this question, the respondent had the opportunity to 
discriminate among favorable and unfavorable tbpics 
which might well. be inol.uded in a course on famil.y 
living. Thare was no doub~ about the feeling of the 
Catholic clergy in regard to: the effects of pre-
marital sex experiences, human reprodu~tion, psycho-
sexual. development, and causes and effects of venereal 
disease.. The statistics show,that they were not too 
highly in favor of the above sex items. The Protes-
tant and Jewish clergy, however, were of the opposite 
opinion in eheoking only a few. As oan b,e seen in 
Table 25, a total of one hundred ~arty-seven clergymen 
of all faiths did not check any item on this list, in-
dicating that they do not at all object to any of the 
twenty-one items, which is in itself, highly significamt., 
Q.fJTEiStion 13. If' you object to some of the above topics 
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being taught in public schools, where do you think 
they should be taught? 
The tables describing the resul. ts of this question 
are listed below - table 27 depicting the numbers and 
percentages of those who answered this question, and 
table as depicting the results in favor o:f each answer. 
T.ABr.E' 27 
NUMBERS OF ANSWERS OF CLERGYMEN TOWARD WHERE TEE PRE-
CEDING SUBJECTS. SHOULD BE TAUGHT 
answered did not answer 
Clergy no~ ~ no. % 
Catholic 1.38 75 47 25 
Protestant 25 26 7l 74 
Jewish 10 53 9 47 
-
TABLE 88 
RESULTS OF ANSWERS OF CLERGYMEN TOWARD WHERE TEE 
PRECEDING SUBJECTS SHOlLD BE TAUmHT 
home church doctor other 
Clergy- no. % no. Po no. % no. % 
Catholic 75 54 30 22 33 24 0 0 
. 
Protestant ll 44 7 28 5 20 2 8 
J"ewish 2 20 5 50 3 30 0 0 
. 
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The Catholic clergy, who objeated rather strenuously to 
the ~our sex items in ~uestion twelve, ~e~t that the 
home, primarily, the church and church school, and the 
~amily doctor should handle these objectionable items, 
0~ the one hundred thirty-eight Catholic clergymen who 
answered, one hundred thirty-eight checked one o~ these 
three alternatives. Since the Protestant and Jewish 
clergy, on the whole, ~ound little that was objection-
able in item twelve, their answers to this question 
were negligible, ~or statistical purposes. 
Question 14¥ Would you personally like to see our 
schools adopt a program o~ education ~or ~amily livinG? 
For this very important question, the two sucaeeding 
tables are presented to illustrate the numbers ('able 29} 
and types (table 30} o:f responses. 
TABLE 29 
NUMBER OF ANSWERS OF CLERGYMEN CONCERNING PERSONAL 
REACTIONS TOW'ARD EDUCATION FOR FAMJLY LIVING 
answered did not answer 
Clerror no. ~0 no. ~ 
Catholic 149 81 36 19 
Protestant 91. 95 5 5 
Jewish 19 100 0 0 
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TABLE 30 
RESULTS OF ANSWERS OF CLERGYMEN CONCERNING PERSONAL 
REACTIONS TOWARD EDUCATION :FOR FAMILY LIVING 
ye.s no uaenttain: <' ·-: 
Clergy no. % no. % no. % 
Catholic 86 58 35 23 28 ~g 
Protestant 80 88 7 8 4 4 
J"ewish 14 74 1 5 4 21 
' 
In this very imphrtant question the respondent must take 
a definite stand as to his attitude relative to the 
public school actually adopting a program for education 
for family living. The failure of thirty-six Catholic 
clergy to answer this item was a ~ittle disappointing, 
but on the other hand, the hundred forty-nine who did 
answer gave some significant results. The Protestant 
clergy lacked five answers and the J"ewish clergy none. 
The Catholic clergy were eight-six in favor of eduoa-
tiDon for family living. as against thirty-five who 
were opposed and twenty-eight uncertain. The Protes-
tant clergy were eighty in favor of, seven opposed, and 
four uncertain. The Jewish clergy were fourteen in 
favor of, one opposed and only four uncert~in. 
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Question 15. If' you object to family life education in 
the public schoolst will you please state Why? 
Only one table is offered {table 31) for this question, 
stating information concerning the numbers and percent-
ages of clergymen who answered. An additional table 
concerning results in favor of each answer is unnecess-
ary since that information is treated separately at the 
end of this chapter • 
. TABLE 31 
NUMBER OF ANSv'lERS OF CLERGYMEN WHO OBJECT TO FAII/IILY LIFE 
EDUCATION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
answered did not answer 
Clergy no .. Po -no .. % 
Catholic 50 27 135 73 
Protestant 10 10 86 90 
J"ewish 5 26 14 74 
Further information concerning this question will be 
:found later in this chapter under "Comments of the 
Clergymentt. 
Question 16. Please indicate your religious affiliation. 
Only one table is necessary here. Tab~e 32 shows clearly 
how many clergymen answered, and to what religion they 
belonged .. 
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TABLE 32 
NUMBER OF ANSVITERS OF CLERGYMEN SHO'WING THEm 
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATIONS 
answered did not answer 
Clergy no. % no. % 
Catholic 185 100 0 0 
Protestant 95 100 0 0 
J"ewish 19 100 0 0 
This question is se1f-explanatory. 
Question 17. Please indicate your age group. 
Below are the two tables cont.aining the results of re-
sponses to this question. One (table 33} shows how 
many clergymen answered,. and the other (table 34) 
shows the age groupings of these clergymen. 
TABLE 33 
NUMBER OF ANSWERS OF CLERGYMEN t'lHO INDICATED THEIR 
AGE GROUP 
-
answered did not answer 
Clergy- no. % no .. % 
Catholic 184 1.00 0 0 
Protestent 96 1.00 0 0 
J'ewish 19 100 0 0 
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TABLE 34 
RESULTS· OF ANSWERS OF CLERGYMEN SHOWING TO WEIOH AGE 
GROUPS THEY BELONG 
Ole.rgy n-30 31-40 41..-50 51.-60 over 60 
no. % no. % no. 'Yo. no. :ft, no. % 
Oatho~ic 43 23 58 3]. 42 23 36 20 6 3 
Protestant 15 1.6 24 25 34 35 18 ].9 5 5 
J'ewish 1 5 6, 32 9 •4'7 5 16 0 0 
This. question is se;lf-eXJ?lanatory-• It may be pointed 
out. that a reasonably good no.rm.a.l;ourve was obtained 
in regard to the ages of the ~1ergymen. 
~uestion 18. Please write below, or on the other side, 
anr additional comments you care to make. 
Again, only one table is presented bel.ow (table 35) 
f"o.r this question. stating information concerning the 
num:bers and percentages of clergymen who did any free 
writing. An additional. tab~e showing results in favor 
o:f each answer is unnecessary sino.e that in:formation 
is treated separately at the end of this chapter. 
TABLE 35 
NUMBER OF ANSWERS OF THOSE CLERGYMEN WHO MADE ANY 
001\dME:NTS 
answered did not answer 
Olerpry no. % no. % 
Oathol.ic 98 52 S.7 48 
Protestant 54 56 42: 44: 
tfewish 5 26 14 74 
Further information eonc:e.rning this question will be 
f'ound later· in this ehapter, ll.nder ttaomments o:f t.he 
01. e.r gym en'". 
The preceding tables give statistieal evidenee or 
the resul.ts of the allSWe:rs to each item on the. ques-
tionnaire. They were di.vided and evaluated according 
t.o the rel.igious afflliatio,ns of the el.ergymen. It 
seems advisable to of't"er in addition to the preeeding 
tables, some other· tables wh:ich are a redac.tion of' the 
f'ormar, that is, the following tables will be arranged 
and presented with the resUl. ts of the answers acoordin.g 
tQ age, rathar than religion.. This. addition to the l.ist. 
of aLready e::rls.ting tab~es wi.l.1. prove significant and 
will be of the most value :1i.f' the new tables are: eon-
struc.ted on six or the more eontDoversial 1 te.ms or the 
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questionnaire• The: reason for 'these additional tab~e-s 
is, or o.ours.e, to determine if any signi:fio:ant simi-
~O!ltrities are present between the age of t.he W..ergyman 
and his answer: :to the question, tha feeling being that 
o:ertain age gl!'OUps might tend to respond the same to 
eertain questions. 
'fhe. questions ehosen from t.he questionnaire; were. 
seleoted for their obvious oontroversial. quality, which 
ean be readily perceived. Unlike bafol!'e• onl.y one tabl.e 
will. be presented for eao:h quest.ion:., sinoe there is no 
necessity to; repeat tabl.es for the number o:f answers :Cor 
eao:h question. Tb.e. tab~es will be e.val..uated as a ·whole 
at the. end of this ehapt.er. 
~uestion ~.- Do'::you bel.ieve: that :t'ermal. education for 
tam.Uy l.iving is possi.b~a? 
The fo~ciWing table points out the evidenee of 
the. t.ypes of response to this. question acoording to 
age. A return a:f one l;tundred percent of answers was 
raeeived an this question. 
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TABLE 36 
RES1L TS OF ANSWERS OF <LERGYMEISr CONCERNING TEE POSSIBILITY 
OF FORMAL EDUCATION FOR F.A]IJ]LY LIVING, ACCORDING TO A.GE 
yes no uno.ertain 
Age no. % no. % no. % 
2.1. .. 30 48· 8~ 8 14 3 5 
51.-40 79 90 6 7 3 3 
41.-50 80 94 1 1 4 5 
51-6Cl 40 70· 14 25 3 5 
60- 6 55 4 36 ]. 9 
Unusual signifieanee ~or this question appears to be 
nonexistent. 'I'he:r·e is. a sl.ight ten.dene.y fo.ll the :peroent.-
ages to deorea.se in tha ttyestt eol.umn and to inarease in 
the ~no~ oo1umn as the ag~ inareaaes. 
Q.uest.ion 4. Do you .. think instruetions in f"amily l.iv-
ing oould be suoeess:ful.ly carried on in :publio sohoal.s? 
The ntlm.ber answering this· question wa:s. two hundred 
ninety-seven, or ninety-nine :pereent. The table shoWing 
the statis tios of the resul. ts in favo-r of eaoh a:D.$wer,. 
aeoording to age, is shown bel.ow. 
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T'AELE" 37 
RESUL.TS OF ANSWERS OF CLERG!MIDN CONCERNING THH: 
POSSIBJLITY OF THE SUCOESS OF FAMlL Y LIVING 
INSTRUCTION IN PUBLIC S,JmlOLS 
I 
ye:s no uncertain 
Age no. % no. % no. -~ 
2~-30 40 '58 ~2 20 7 12 
31-40 64 '75 1.5 15 9 1.0 
41.-50 64 '16 ~2 ~4 8 10 
51.-50, 40 '70 9 1.6 8 1.4 
50- 5· 46 3 27 3 27 
Here again, there is a slight. tendency :for the: 
percentages to de.oreas.e in the ttyestt aol.umn, and to 
increase in the "'nott col.WJm and the ttuno:artain't 
ool.umn aa the age increases. This slight ohange, 
however, warrants no ooneLusion as ~o its signi:fieanoe. 
Q,uestion 7. Wou1.d you obj'eo~ to the religious 
a:ftiliation, o<t' this teaeher if he were otherwiae ae-
eeptabl.y quali:fie.d for this field.? 
Balow, table 38 l.is,ts tb.e resul.ts of this ques.tion, 
according to age. Two hUndred eighty-three clergymen 
(nine~-tour percent) answered this item. 
TABLE 38 
REStLTS OF ANSWERS OF'ai:.ERGY.MEN CONCERNING TEE RELIGIOUS 
AFFILIATION OF THE TEACHER OF EDUCATION FOR FAMILY 
LIVING, AOOORDING TO AGm 
yes no uno.ertain 
Age no .• % no.· 
.. ~ no. ~ 
21.-30 9 ~5 39 70 8 14 
31-40 ~6 20 46 58 1.8 22 
41:.-50 22 27 4Q, 49 20 24 
5~-60 20 36 26 47 9 1.7 
60- 5 50 2 20 3 30 
The highest signifiaanae here a:ppears to be with the 
51.-60 age grou:p, whose percentages fo.r ttyes" and "no" 
are close. 
Q,uast.fon ~2. Which, &f any, o~ these do you think 
a :pub~ia school a.ourse in f'amil.y living shoUl4 not 
inel.ude? 
It was not necessary to taq~~te this question in 
ita entirety, because most of t.Q.~ items included were 
so unobjectionable that tha number of ~hecks beside 
them is negligib~e. Four it:ems l.isted, however, wera 
seemingly obje:atio.nable in many o:ases. Thesa items are: 
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Item 5. the etteet ot premarital sex experiences 
Item e. human reproduction 
Item 9. psyoho ... sexual development 
Item n. causes and ef'fe.ets of 'Venereal disease 
These particular items received two hundred two · 
cheeks as f'oll.ows: 
Item 3. checked 49 times. 
Item 6. ohe aked 56 times 
Item 9. oheaked 56 times 
Item 11.. oheoked 61 times 
According to age, the clergymen answered this 
question as follows: 
TABLE 59 
RESULTS OF ANSWERS OF CLERGYMEN OONOEBNING THE 
FOUR OBJ"EOTIONABLE ITEMS OF QUESTION TW]LVE";: 
ACCORDING TO AGE 
Item 3 Item 6 Item 9• Item 1~ 
Age no. % no. % no. % no. % 
21-30 9 28 4 13 g 28 10 31 
3~-40 11 28 6 1.6 ll 28 ll 28 
41-50 14 2'l g 1.7 12 23 l? 33 
51-60 8 18 8 18 1.5 33 1.4 31 
60- ? 22 9 26 9 26 9 26 
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There aga~n appears to be a signi:r:tcant, though 
a~ight, dia~inetion between the answers o:r older and 
younger ~ergy.men. 
Question 1~· If you object to same of the above 
topics being taught in pub:I.ia seh.oo1s, where do you 
think ~hey shoUld be. taught? 
A tab~e :ror the resul. ta in :t"avor o:t eaeb.. answer 
~o this ques~ion is presen~ed below. Four possib~e 
answers are o:ffere_d: home, cliurc.h and eb.urah sehoo1, 
family doctor, .and other. A total of one hundred 
seventy-three answers (:tifty-ei~:ti pereent) were 
made to this question. 
RESlL'fS OF .Al'BWERS O:ONOERNING WHERE FAMILY LIVING 
SHOtJL.D BE TAUGHT~ J.OOORDDIG TO AGE 
Home Ohureh Doa:tor Other 
Age no. % no. % no .. % no.o % 
21.-30· 17 Sl. 2 9.5 2 9.5 0 0 
3.1.-40 25 51 13 27 1.0 20 l. 2 
4:1.-50 a a 48 15 26 ~4 24 l 2 
51.-60 14 40 9 26 l.2 34 0 0 
60- 4 40 3 30 3 30 0 0 
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The onl..y signi:fieant fact gleaned :Crom this table 
is that of the ol.ergym.en who answered, the numbers show 
that most, :feel. that the home is the ~lace :for best teach-
ing the to~ios ot famUy l.iving. There is no great di:t'-
ferene.e between answers and ,ege grou~s. JU.l seem to be 
~ro~ortiona~el.y drstribu~ed in a g~eral sense. 
Question 1.4. Woul.d you ~ersonall.y like to see ou;r schools 
ado~t a program o:r·educa~ion for fami1y living? 
tor this 1m~ortant questiont a table has been devel-
o:Ped, to ascertain the resl:ll. ts of answers by age grou~s. 
TWo hundred fif~-nine answers, or eighty-six ~ereent of 
"the total.; were received, an.d these are tabulated bel.ow. 
TABf.E' 41. 
RESULTS OF ANSWERS OF THEI CLERGYllllEN OONOERNING THEIR 
PERSONAL REACTION TO EDOOATION FOR FAMIL,Y LIVING, 
AOOOIIDING TO· AGE: . 
yes no uncertain 
A~e no. % no. % no. % 
~ 
21-30 45 82 5 ll. 4 '1 
31..-40 53 71 12 16 10 1.3 
41.-50 48 67 13 18 11 15 
51.-60 29 62. 9 1.9. 9 19 
60- 4 45 3 53 2 22 
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This tab~e· shows onl.y a slight corre~ation between t.ype. 
of answer and age group. 
Taken as a whole subjeet ror discussion; the pre-
ceding six vables willt at this point, be evaluated. 
It was assumed that some interesting tendencies might 
be revealed if tables were constructed to show the re-
sults according to age 1 name1y~ that certain age groups, 
younger or older, woUld tend to make similar responses 
to a given question, thereby setting up certain conclu-
sions. For example, in question one, (Do you believe 
that for.mal education for family living is possible?)t 
it might be theorized that the older groups of clergy-
men would answer in the negative and the younger groups 
in the positive. However, this is not the case, for the 
positive answers far outweigh the negative ones in 
every age groupo 
A slight tendency is seen in a rew of the questions; 
toward an increasing number or dissenters in the older 
age groups; for instance, in question seven, (Would you 
object to the religious affiliation or this teacher if 
he were otherwise. ·acceptably qualified?), the percentage 
of dissenters (t•hose answering "yestt} rises in the 51.-60 
and over 60 age groups, Although this trend was notioed 
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in several of the other questions, it cannot be oon-
sidered to be generally appliaable to the questionnaire 
as a w~ole - that in general, a satisfactory distribu-
tion according to age was obtained, and no one age 
group, as a group, has any single idea on any of the 
questions. 
COMMENTS OF THE CLERGYMEN 
Below are some of the aomments made by the clergy• 
men of the three religious groups, in reference to 
questions fifteen (If you object to family life educa-
tion in public schools, will you please state why?) aad 
eighteen (Please write below, or on the other side, any 
additional a.omments you oa.re to make} of the question-
naire. These are grouped aooording to the answers whioh 
these clergymen gave to question fourteen or the ques-
tionnaire (Would you personally like to see our sohoola 
adopt a program of education for family living~} 
THE CATHOLIC OLERGY 
l• Comments of those clergymen answering rtyesrt to 
question fourteen~ 
I believe there is a crying need for this 
facet of education in a s3hool system. I look 
forward with avid interest to positive progress 
in this field. I hope you meet with great suo-
eess in your endeavors. 
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Edueating tor family ~iving coULd be giwen 
in public: schools to supp~an.t. or supp~ement. what. 
parents do not giv-e, but wa must never forget 
that this is the prime duty ot the :p13rents. I 
don't think sex shou:l.d be taught in aohools. 
Never before in history have chi~dren known so 
mu.eh about sex, and never before have we had 
so many sex erimes.. There ia a. di:f':t'ereno:e be-
tween :t'ac•$ and attitudes. More shoul.d be done 
on teaehing right. attitudes. In family ~iving 
this shoul.d be the Ultimate aim: atti'tudes. 
I beliave that anything eonoe~rni.ng sex, 
rep~odu~tion, and so on shoUld be taught pri-
vatel.y at. the request of the teen-ager, and by 
a v~ oompatent and holy person. 
(Efteeta of' pr~ta:l se:x: axperienee); 
Yes, if' they- are t.o discourage people to do 
thi.s. 
(Oauses and e.f:f'e;q.ts of venereal dis.eaael; 
shoul.d. be taught to discourage people to abtt:sa 
of' their bodies. 
With the greatest raspeet for each pupil. 
Doetor shou1.d. talk on veneraal diseases, ete. 
Speeial olasses aooarding to ~· 
Spatial. al.asse.s for the boy and girl whom the 
facta!. ty judges is• orwell on his way- to beeoming 
a problelBL for the community, hia family, ete. 
or whose family baekground is very poor. 
With written consent. of the parents. Then 
you are sure of their Qboparation and interest. 
Del.inque:at parent.s e:x:eepted! 
B'is (the tea:e:hert s l religious a:t':filiation · 
woUl.d be of ~i ttl.e consequenae - his moral. 
prineip~es woul.d have ta eonf'orm tc God's laws, 
I:f sexual mauerial. were e:x:al.uded, then no 
segregation necessary. 
The home is preferable to any other souree 
:for sexual. in::t"ormation, bat in the Oatholic 
Ohuroh~ the Pre-aana Oon:ferences are supplying 
the need :t'or those eontem.:plating marriage. 
Regarding psyoho-se:x:ual deve~opment and 
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human reprodu(}tion: 
The parents shoul.d irlstrua.t. the Ghfid in 
these matters~ The f~i~y doctor might give 
supplamentary instru@ticin. · 
Since it 1s an unfortunate fact that most, 
. parents :t'all in this duty, it might be advis-
abl.e or e:J[en neeassary to.· .glve some instrua.-
tion on this s.ubje.a.t in the church school and 
public school. · 
A healthy and proper s1ant on all aspeets 
of boy-gir1 relationships and the underg~ani­
ing of the moral prineipl.as involved could 
not satis:f'aotorlly be given in :pub~ia sahools 
whare ohildred of different faiths attend. 
Constant. misunderstanding woui..d rest.U. t, as 
any thinking :person wll.l soon realize. · 
(Writers• note: This clergyman answered question four-
teen ltyes.1t, addinG It only if the rel.igious and moral. 
aspects are omit:ted and l.eft to the rightful. teachers: 
thair parents and alargy.men.n) 
( cont.inued) School..s o.f' one denomination 
should not publ..ialy treat in mixed groups o:r 
the moral and therefore personaL aspects of 
these matters. The PARENTS have the :first 
duty in this. ma:t.ter. 
It is acknoWledged, even by authorities 
outside the Catholie Church, that complete 
sex information of an anatomi~al. and physio-
1ogieal.. nature provides no guarantee whatso-
ever that an individual. Wil~ avoid sexual 
irregularities. On the oontra.r;r, it may anly 
axeit.e morbid ouriosit;r, in.:fl.ame the passions, 
and suggest the performanaa of actions that 
should be avoided. Of far GREA'l:E.R importance 
than mere in:for.m.ation is the development of 
an I D E A L and of the strength that God has 
made possibl..e to those who use the spiritual. 
hel.ps (prayer, Saorame.nts, good reading, Sto:.) 
p:rovide.d by Rim, The. wise parent begins t~ 
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prepare his chiLd tc ba ahaata from its earliest 
years. 
To reveal. too much about sex to a o.hlld is. a 
grave danger, far it will foater a premature 
ripening o!. his sexual. instincts and will fUl 
his mind with phantasms of a troublasome nature. 
Ignoranee.~ a:f course, exposes children to t.b.a 
danger o:f con-tracting immoral. habits without 
realizing the sinfUlness o:f such actions. 
Information is to given to a ohlld to satis-
fy his present. curiosity and. needs. This is 
to deorease, not to ine:rease his interast in 
se:x:. This shoul.d be dane in· an. unemotiona1. 
and matter-of-fact way. 
That there is a definite need :for education 
:ro.r family living aanno.t be d.eniad. The basie 
ideas of ~Y life can be and shotitd be given 
in primary grades. . It is when we go deeper 
into :family l.iving, approaching'the. de~icata 
and sano:tifie;d subje.cts o:f sex education, re-
p.ro·duction and the like, that we must axeroise 
extreme caution :for the protection o:f the child. 
As in education we gage the degree a:f prepared-
ness o:f t..he ohild to advance in his studies, so 
we moat. be sure of his. emotional.; psyohologic.al., 
ethical and rel.igiotta prep~dness for sex edu-
cation. The modesty with which the s.uhjeet 
shoUl.d be. treate-d woul.d demand that the sexes 
be instruete.d sa.:par-ate~y; the wide. individ~eill 
differenoes so applicable. in this area of edu-
cation would di~tata iristruction only on a 
Vf>rY general plane, 1.$-a.ving :tor ind:t-gidual. 
instruetion by parents, teao:hers 1 doctors, 
or tha alargy,. .the more intimate details. 
Etn.phasis shoul.d be laid an :purity, sacred-
nasa of marriage; marriage was institu:ted by 
God for a most serious, ~~e:re:d and puree end: 
the prc~reation of ebi~dren and t.heir rearing 
for" a holy and ha:pp~ 1i:fe hera below and espe-
a.lially :for an eternal. reunion with God in 
Heaven. All this to offset the ~ightness and 
);lro:f'ani ty with whioh this subje.et is deal. t 
• 
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. with al.l too often in magazii:Les, comics,. movies, 
tel.evision and in many a modern conversation 
in soaid gat.herings and in shops. 
2. Comments of those alergymen answering "'non to 
question taurteen;. 
Family Life Edu®tion, at least the part 
that deals direo.tly with human reproduction, 
psyoho-saxual deve.I.opment., venereal disease, 
e:ffeets of pre.marital. se::x: e::x:periences is too 
d:tffieuJ...t a su~jeat. to be t.au.lh"h formall:y in 
sehoel.. 
The. good that might be gained, in some 
cases woUld be outweighed a hundred times by 
the eviL done in many eases. 
The home is the best pl.aea and almost. 
the only pl.aee to te.aeh tamUy Life aduea-
tion. Private eounsel.. by oh.urch ministers 
and clergy might s.u:pplement 'the home. 
This attbj~ct is one of the reasons why 
the Oatholie Ohureh believes in having its 
own sehoo1.s all the we.y u;p: .~ife and reli- _ 
gion are inaeparab1.e things. - and ~ft.l1gf.o.n 
must be integrated into education. Educa-
tion is not merel.Y instruction: it is train-
ing especiaLly of mind and will. Many of 
the subjects lis'ted in No. 1.~ woul.d .ba:ve to 
be. staD!b.ed in the ~em.ent.ary .-ades - e. g. 
aeeepting responsi:'lilil.ities; all. those deal-
ing With se::x: woul.Gi laave to b.e deterred un-
til.::..physiaal, maturi.ty. But comes the pro-
blem: according to very ma~ good :ps~chia­
trists, the age ot moral. and emotional 
ma-&urit:y has re"Srograded f'roJj). the early 
teens to the late, t.eens f'or the average 
youth - some nat attaining it till the 
twenties. Th~ s.ubject is a serious one -
and a dangerous one even under iQ.eal. o:on-. 
ditions: segregated sex, the $ame age level 1 by- a teaehe.r of the same sex - or a :pro-
;t'essional. (doctor or e1.ergyman} • But unless 
the youth realized the sacredness o:Jt se::x: -
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.ita origin in the. wil.~ of the Oreator; ita 
~aws l.aid down by the Same and not by t.ha 
Stata of Individual.,. how ean ·a sense of re-
sponsibility in the proper use of' sex ba im-
pressed upon him? 
But who is t.o teaeh the same.? One who 
bel.ieves in God - and itt the divf.ne Laws Qf' 
s e:x: - marriage, et e. But i:n. a pub~i o: s aho ol. 
you have. every tn>e of pupU - with parents 
to put up a "'stinkn (excus.e tha worit) if their 
children are taught the -tru:t.h. 
The need is great - publ.io sohools are 
the onl.y sohools to which some a:hi~dren go -
but the praotioality of such an adueation 
(in the full. sense.) seems well-nigh impossible 
in suoh s ohool.s. It aoul.d do, an immense amount of 
h.arm s.:tnoe ehoos!ng the ins.trucr.tor woul.d be 
o:t pr:tme im.portano:e - and qual.if'ied persons to 
do this work to the satisfao:tion even Of Oathol.io~ 
J"ew, or Protestant al.one {l.et al.one. others.}, who 
shoul.d all. agree on this parti.aui..ar subjeat, 
wotild be praetioa.l.l.y impossib1e' to f'ind. A 
wrong start is worse than<none at all. 
If the. pupil refuses to taka the subjeot. 
seriously it will d~ no .good and may do a 1ot 
of harm - and unt.U a youth has some sense of 
responsibility on this,;>Soore, he w:tl.l not take 
it seriously. Yet with the State (i.e. as op-
posed to the individual.) sano:ti.oning birth oon-
tro~, ttplanned parenthoodt"', divorea, who aan 
eonVinee a youth who has no re1igious ~onviation 
on these subjeeta that such things. are ha.rm:f'ul. 
to him for t.ime and eternity ·.lnd for soaiety.a.t 
large? 
These are some of the. probl..ems such a eoursa 
wo~d have to face and overeome. Atmosphere, 
approach, and out~ook are. basia factors in su.ah 
a eaurse, but personatl.y, I don't be~ie.ve that 
these ean ba the proper ones on a non-r~igious 
basis. • 
I have. been on the job of edueating for near-
~Y 60 years. Sex eduoation ahoul.d be taught to 
the girls by their mother or if dead by some aunt 
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or o~d widow. Boys shoul.d be ins truc.te:d in t.ha 
facta o:f Life by their fathers. EXJ;e,rienO:e 
proves that instruction in gto.bo. is harm.:ful. .. 
The proof of it is that in a certain high achoo~ 
the effect. of instruction was that about thirtY" 
gir~s were in the family waY,. Keep sex instruc-
tion out. of the; e:urrieul.um: of studies :for t.ha 
l.ove of God; it wil.l. d:o a l.ot- or. h~m otherwise. 
The qu.al.i~ioa:tions o:f' this -t~aohe:r needs 
some eonsideratioi'l and e:x.pl.an.ation, as I see it .• 
I be~ieve that the proper teacher is a vecy 
.rare it.em. 
Bome of the t.opica of :tam.il.y l.i.ving are 
very personal. and the.~a:f'or:e require personal. 
treatment. Thea~ topio:s ·can't. be discussed 
as one woul.d discuss parts o:f a ear - because 
o:f sorupul.osityt haekgrO:un.d, environment, and 
·a Bu.mber l>t other things oonneoted with the 
l&it$on. I think that efforts in education far:: 
family 1iving shoUld be directed toward parents -
to gat them to raal.ize their obligations in 
this matter,- to get them tG:>' aoqu.ire th.a knowl.-
edge they need :f'or this, to get tham to d~ 
their job in this line and in the whole :f'ield 
o:f training (parenthood is quite demanding of 
eff'or·t. and time} • 
I would object. to :faJ:rl.!;t.y l.ife. education 
in pttb~ia. sahools because in these sehoo~a 
re~igion cannot be taa.ght and mueh o:f the. 
matter in sueh a oou.rse eannot be adequate~y­
nor eompetently- treated if religion is by-
passed. It's quite impossib~e to divorce 
religion and moral.ity. 
I dem t t be~ie:ve that open or pubLic sex 
inatruetion or dis,eussion serves any good 
purpose in most instanees. Sueh topicrs cf'te.n.-
times areuae the passiens. I think that good 
sensibl.e parents, cl.ergymen and family- doetors 
are by far more capable, and more obl.igated to 
taa.oh, expl.ain and dis.euss :private~y with 
you.ngSJ.ters matters so saere.d • 
. 
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. The publie school system as set up in 
these United States and the Oommonweal.th of 
Massaahus.etts is not capable o:f educating 
the whole man, that ~s, :physieally, intellec-
tually; morally, and spiri tual.ly. Its s.:phere 
is limited by the fact. that it. is supposed to 
be non-sectarian or neutral. 
Education in family living and sexual de-
ve1.opment cannot be etfeotive without sound 
and true spiritual principles and ;taets. The 
faats o:t li:t"e o~ot be Hl.n.ted to satisfy 
non-seatarian daprands. 
3. Comments by those dlergymen answering ~unaertain~ 
to question fourteen. 
I have been a priest educator for .fi:f'teen 
years. In that time one learns from experi-
ence as priest and taaaher "tthat certain areas 
of family l.i:fe When given ·in a group diset:I.Ssion 
to adolescents breed problems. The subject is 
best. discussed by someone for whom respect o~ 
perso.nal. regard is given on the part of the 
listener. A teacher in a public alass has not 
ipso fa;.o.to that gu.arantee. Further, who will 
pass upon 'the emotional. stability and compe-
tence of such a teacher? EVen the most nor.mal 
type ot: personal.! ty will i.nj eet his or her 
moral beliefs in this matter and we have no 
proof that the me>~ h:to~dings of the teacher 
wil.~ eo.nfo:rm wi tb:. the family background of the 
ehlld. Further, teaehe.rs respected by their 
eollae.guea have in the. past. :from time to -&ime 
had moral. laps.es that were un:tortunate. What. 
guarantee ha.ve we that the moat respected per-
san will not have such a 1a~se - this time the 
temptation having been ine;reased by the very 
area: o:r discussion? 
The idea of having oampatant. persons deal 
with the lJUbjeot is fine, but how be sure i't 
is enforced? 
Famlly lite edu~ation as outlined in the 
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~hove ques.t.ionnaire wottl.d present a number 
of difficulties. if taught in o~ pubLia schools. 
Every system or theory of edueation is 
based on a phllosopey o:r life. And in our 
present systam of publie schools, education 
is based on pragmatism, and its l.ogiGal.. con-
sequenee of permissiveism. In suok a system 
of education, the probLems of famiLy 1ife can-
not be presented adequatel.y, sinoa thay con-
cern a probl.em that is inconsist~nt wi. th. prag-
matism. A ehil.d t s mind. i.nl.l,)regnf:tted with sueb.. 
a philosophy of living will never oope with 
the obj'~otives of a ao~s~ in f'amUy l.iving. 
Fam.lly life, d:eal.ing with rel.ationships of 
person to person cannot be presented to a 
mind ~at has no higher sense of values than 
that of gain, bot.h person and otherwise. 
Further, eourses in tamil.y l.i ving must 
be basad on the dignity of the human person, 
and how can sueh a course be given when our 
professors in public sehoola are eonvineed 
o:f t.b.e folly ot biol.ogiea:l. determinism. The 
subjects are trea.ted in the course o:f fam.lly 
living are of s.~ch an i.ntimat.e: nature that 
they must be based up.on men"s true origin, 
his nat.ure and his destiny, his relation to 
God and himself, to society and to the uni-
verse about htm. If these basic ~enats be 
false, then the f'amil.y l.iving course will. 
never ao.o.omplish the task it has set itsel:f' 
up to ac.oompl.ish. J.nd in spite of the eduoa-
ti.on a1ang thesa lines, the various Ul.s that. 
are hoped to be eared by this education will 
eontinua. and suoh a eondition will ba,sab-
stantiated by its school. systam~ . 
I do not want to write too muah on this 
subject, but I woul.d l.ike to lea:ve you with 
this impression. There is 4efinitaty a need 
for calll!'Ses in famUy ~iving, but in the. 
present a.ystem,in our aehools, based on the 
phUo~op.by that it. is, I find ·i"t very unwise. 
, I am opposed to the ina1usion in either 
'f;he grammar or high school.. courses of study 
ll.O 
,of su.ah studies as ps;wahe-sexual. devel.op-
ment and human reproduation beaause -
~. Whether the a-lasses are segregated ot 
not, these t.o:piaa l;laturally cause embar-
rassment to most indivi.d.u~s, es:pe.o.ia:tl.y 
the young, and mare knowl.edget; of these 
things is:·not in itaal:e eondueive to good 
moral life. We look upon se:x ~i:te as some~ 
thing saere:d; as something instituted by 
the Creator o:f human beings, but at the 
same time subjeet to certain l.imitat.ions; 
and not m~e1.y as something animal.; or· 
merely akin to animal life. 
2. Anyway, I do not believe that you e.oul.d 
find real..ly qualified teachers, and aoea:pt.-
able to al..l kinds of :people, of dtiferent 
religious persuasions. 
3. I woul.d leave this teaching to be imparted 
individual.ly, usua.l.l.y by (a) parents, (b) or 
a re:putabl.e :physiaialt, or (a) spiritual. di-
re:otor. · 
:m.B. These are my :pe:r:so::ra.al,. opinions; I am 
not speaking for the Oatb.ol.ie Church as suoh. 
MY :personal experienae is vast - many years 
in the priesthood, incl.uding work with youth .... 
MY humble. opinion is that fsw of· the youth need 
a general. eourse but more a. ganera:l preparation 
and then indi'Vidua]_ attention. My idea of 
cours~s is ~ganarat as can be" and oaaasion to 
satisfy questions by personal e.ontaet. 
I doubt that too many of our teaehers are 
tt.qualif'ied'" for sttoh instruction·. Where :Parents 
are evidently not doing it and where nqualifiad~ 
teachers are avaUable - such instruetion ahonl.d 
be offered With the parents' :permission. 
I woul.d consider "quel-ifi.adtt a teaeher who~ 
besides being em.otional.ly mature, is al.so eon-
vinaed that knowledge atona is not the so~ution 
where sex instruction is conoe~ne.d. Indeed, it 
is. a dangerous thing. Religious values and 
ideals, and the strength that oomes from a J.iv-
~ng faith are essential. 
ll.l. 
TEE PROTESTANT OLERGY 
~. Comments of' thea e o:~ergymen answering ttyes n to 
question fourteen. 
The basic problem is this: We need pro-
per ed.ueation in ttfemlly livi.ngtt. The :prime 
responsibi~ity for thia teaching lies first 
with the home, then ·with the ehurah.o But if 
these two fail, is a so-eat~ed ttneutrattt 
school in a position to handl.e. the ttfaets of' 
l.Uett without tying su6h t'acta into an over-
al.~ moraJ.. view of l:tf'e? In some oases, it 
woUld work, ~ut I beliave yoa would be rais-
ing more problems than yon would solve. Re-
gardl.es.s of' what people may samr, this real.m 
is so charged with emotional. overtones that 
it would be dif'!iaul t t.o find a prop~rly 
qaa1.ified indi vid tlal• The next. problem is 
to find a parson who wi~l re~ate this teach-
ing to the. tradeo-Ohristian stand - and of 
moral.i t.y so that. the facts are properly 
handLed. · 
The presentation of aueh &ubjaot matter 
slrould be given by someone who 1$ . bal.aneed 
and mature and respected in the eommunit.Y, 
Mueh of t.he aueeess of sucll. a program woul.d 
depend on tb,e person. 
There are courses not inel.uded whiah are. 
most he~pf'ul, sum as. those which would ex-
plain (1.) what is sex? (2) "the pl.aae of se.:x: 
in marriage, and (3) sexual.. pro.bl.ems as such, 
Then there is the psyaho~ogy a~ family living; 
ina:l.uding suoh important, prob;t.ems as ahUd 
bearing; unjustified f'aars, su.perat:ttions, ete .. , 
and then the Illeaning and va1.ue ot · p~anned J?ar-
enthood and adequate knowledge of' Eugenics~ 
The sooner our J:bti:ull! are taught. proJ?erly 
the faeta of life the aooner may' we eXJ?e.et 
an upturn in morality,. I'm :for it 100%. 
The o:aref'ul. salaetion o:f., adequately 
trained taaehers · b most important. ttJmeli-
aatett subjeets such as premarital. sex e:x:-
perienees, and venereal disease, shoul.d not 
be taught exee.pt in segregated elasses and 
by adequate teachers. · 
This speaks to a great need in eommunity 
eduaation and betterment. 
The one question that bothers me most is 
the one on religion (No. ? ) • It wo~ depend 
upon how well trained and responsible the 
person was. I do f'ee~ that any open-minded 
parson, willing to give both sides of' the 
iS.sue, as a historieal ap:proaeh, woul.d be 
very aeeep.table. · 
I f'eel that a family l.ife course is long 
overdue in education - but aare must be taken 
that when the course is of'f'ered i"t is. done 
with suitable teachers. 
The who:te program seems t.o me .to be. satis-
factory and necessary • 
. The church should gt va detail. ad instruc-
tion on al~· these points, bringing in medieal 
men to assist. Parents shoUld he ~ned to 
help their children understand these problems. 
I believe sua:h a program in our public: 
so:hools is an abS.olute neeassity. · 
I think :family adueation ean be a very 
important eontrtbution to the intelleetual 
and emotional. growth of' ahildre.n if' (and I 
think tJli.s is a very important. if')the. 
taaehers have specialized tr&.ining in human 
ral.ations· and t.he :progrems as a whole are 
related to the best mental haalth resp~ees 
in the community. A person poorly qual.i:fied 
and without supervisory heLp and resour~es 
coUl..d do much to make any programs of thia 
type ei t.her meaningless or misinf'o.rming. 
I think thatthis is. a tremendously 
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important sub j eat - I have dane s e>me speak-
ing and taach~ngt in oar own church, and in 
this fiel.d mysel:f. We: regulaJ":l.y, eo:nduet ·a 
series for our young people; using a splendid 
doctor. But as a minister, _I woUld have to 
hold aertain reservations. Some who have 
taught in this i'ield• for instanee, have l.eft 
the impression that prema~ital sexual rata-
t.ionshi:ps a;pe normal and all right. From our 
point o:f view; whatever the statisties-, we 
aantt admit to a point at view which hel.ds 
them to be all right. We must hold that the 
marital relatioJaShip is sacred, and that the 
purpose of s~:x; is I>roereation and marital 
consummation. 
Any such courses shou1.d demand the best 
work of the pupils; should receive the best 
attention at all connected with the school 
program, shoUld not be allowed to deganerata 
inte a ~playtt course. I'm in :favor of such 
ooursest 
I am preswrdng that the maturity and oom-
petenee o:f the teacher include her familiarity 
with the struat~e of values and basic rel.i-
gious concerns o:f our J"a_dail.a.-Ohristian heri-
tage. In:t:or.m.ation alo.m.e without some of the 
religious context in which this in:t'ermatioR 
is to be understood is of l.imi ted signif'ie,a:aee. 
What I am asking is that young people be ~are 
without eiTli cit teaching that im.;pli ei t in all 
of these ssues is the te>tal framework ei' their 
religions and ;:tocial ~i ving. 
The teaoh~r is all important. Some, subjects 
should be left alone in public school rather 
than be p,oo.rly taught • 
Stich s:ubj'ects a,s human reproduolfU.on could 
be taught be a capable physician being invited 
ia for these sessions. 
I eelieve strongly that all these subjeo-&s 
should be taught, and especially so those not 
U4 
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dealing w-ith psyeho-sexual development. 
As tor the latter groups~ I have seen i~ 
done beautifully in se~ected groups~ such as 
under religious auspices, and in groups vol-
untarily gathered for that purpose. 
My hesttation in some instances is the 
problem of teaching these to the he~rogeneous. 
school group. Here voluntary attendance would 
seem preferable" Self-selected·groups of 
young people have. certain cultural and social 
levels, and a common purpose beyond that of 
education for family living, which are not 
found in the cross-section of.a high school. 
I believe the need for this in our schools 
is very great; the problems in meeting it 
very grave, and perhaps making a few mistakes 
is better than no attempt at all~ 
I realize that it Would be difficult to 
find qualified persons to teaah in such a pro-
gram. Probably it would be better to begin 
such a program with juniors and seniors in 
high sohool. until suah time that a larger num-
ber of laadars aould be trained. · 
We give four so-oalled EYgiene and Sex 
~curses in our Youth program of the churoh. 
We include trunior-Hi, Senior Hif and Oollege 
groups~ The latter two meet together and in 
mixe~ groups, It is wonderful and most help-
ful. We have dona this by a trained worker 
from the Mass. Sooiety .for Social Hygiene. 
Two leotures for each group. These are given 
every other year. · 
There is no field where vital and fact-
ual intormation should be withheld. Know-
ledge should support faith. Faith should 
not deny or withhold knowledge. The ele-
ments of' knowledge should be inclusive to 
. i~lude school, home, churoh, physician, 
Minister, parents, aunts, uncles, ete. and 
these agencies are tar more dependable and 
help~ than the pseudo-o;r!ganizations and 
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~arsons who e~ist on a elaim of reLigion whi~h 
is so uhin "that. it ia almoat. negative. i:t not 
entirely :fa.l.sa. 
AJ..though I concur with the need for this 
type of education in o.w; pub~ie sahao~s I be.-
~iave it is ai.so the eduea. tional. work o·f t.b.a 
a:hurch. 
At ~resent, I d.ontt bel.ie.ve this type of 
education waul.d be. effe.etual. only on the high 
sehoo~ ~evel.. I think it must begin in the 
element.a::by grades. 
That there is a def'ini-te. need m.ay be shown 
that the :pastoral. mihister ooUl.d s~end 24 hours 
a day just. in counaeTing on t.heae areas o:f li:fe: 
al.one. 
We are educating to make {earn} a living 
but not how to l.ive life to it.s f'ul.le.st. (This 
bl.ame shoul.d not be t;hl!ust on se.o:ul.ar education 
ai..one}. 
Despite the. ine:reased growth in o:hurche.s 
and church school.s the publi c."'.school. st.ill 
reao.hes the greatest number. 
In my o~inion a study of' family :Life would 
not be. out. of' pl.ace in .our,f~gene.ral. sys:tem of 
education providing such study was an. Ell.eative 
and guided by competent people who faoes the 
problems of family l.i:f'e not in theory bu-t in 
a:.o:tual. experience.. -· 
In my opinion, a1..l the topics suggested on 
page two of this questio.nnaire may we·U be 
taught in publ.io. schools, if' properly safe-
guarded. But, in ~o sens.a can sueh ins.truetion 
take away the de.fini te respons.i bi~i ties of home 
and the church. There is extremeJ..y grave dan-
ger in .fostering the patern.al.ism of state and 
nation, thus excluding the home and ahureh from 
their, divine~y-ordered responsibilities. What 
is requ.ir~d is ttteam-wo:rktt in the. finest sense 
of' the word .. 
Clomments of those cl.ergymen answering ttnott to ques-
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t,ion fourteen. 
Whi~e there is no doubt that there is a 
dire neeessity for teaehlng much that is eon ... 
tained here, sti~~ it is the _natura~ duty of 
the parents and the family, t.ogether with 
their church to do this. 
The fact; that the parent~ are not doing 
it.. deplorable though it may be. does not re-
move the naturaL duty involved; ana for the 
sehool.s t.o take over the job is merely to· 
eondone the evasion of parent~ responsibility-
which is so fife. 
The answer does not Lie in the schools 
assuming more and more of' the family and pa-
rental responsibilities ·but in f'orcing them., 
by refusing the res.pons.ib.ility, to aasume 
their proper dut,ies. The more we take over 
from the fami~ies, the more, then, they W1U1. 
be delighted to!l'lle:t. us take over. As both a 
priest and a teacher, I have discove:re.d this 
to be an uneasy truth. · · 
All of family life education cannot be 
taught, it must be experienced. ll3lilman repro-
dua:ti,on aouJ.d be taught al.ong with physiology-. 
And personal. finances eotll.d be discussed in 
an. economies course. 
Otherwise, the home and church are the 
normal. places where family l.ite. education is 
learned.. For specitic me~ical. problemsJ11. and 
fam.Uy planning - the. d.oeter. For situations 
in family life whieb. parents and ahureh cantt 
handle - then the sooia1. agencies would be 
the place equipped to tte.duoatett along the-se 
lines - not the pub~ic sa.hoo~~. 
The ahie:t: problem, in every case, would 
be the proper teacher. Re (or she) woUld 
need to be more tha:a merel.y ttabl.e't - would 
need to e:x:al t moral. values,'· inspire eonfi-
denae of students, ete. 
I dantt believe in any formal. training, 
beoauae: it wouJ.d be almost impossible to find 
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the right type teacher. 
I answered "'no'" on question :fourteen be-
oause I :feel. that the ti.In.e is not ripe :for 
suah education, In theory,. it is fine, bttt 
not now. . 
Comments ot those olergym.en answering ttunaertaintt to 
question f'ourteen, 
This is the kind o:r; a thing that grows 
as an individual. :ma:t.ures.. You cannot teach 
maturity. 
I obfcect to family l.i:f'e edueation in 
publia schools principally because there 
woul.d be tao :few teaahers who woul.d be ca-
pable of teaching it, and b&aa,use at that 
age the pupiLs woUl.d not ne capabl.e ot 
looking upon life seriously enough. The 
home or ehura.h is the prope.r place :f'or suc:h 
instruction. 
It woUld appear on the surfaee that 
aoursea in family living taught in the 
pu.bl.ia schools would be ideal., but. con-
sidering the v~t dif:f'arenae in the phil-
asQphy of family life by the various re-
ligious g~oups I am a:f'raid it would oreate 
:ntllre proal ems than it waul.d sal.va. 
It is my eonvietian that sex education 
is primarily the responsibility of parents 
and the cthureh• Tl).e avail.ability o:f' many 
good books far all age·.;lavel.s. in publ.ie 
l.i braries makes this responsi bili t,y much 
easier for parents than it once was. It 
is concei vabl.e that a eont:ribution coUl.d 
be made in some o:t these areas in the. 
pu.blie school., but to be meaningfUl and 
:f'ra.t:hfU1 s.uo-h eeu.rses woUld have to be 
~aught by persons that have an understand-
ing of' the sanctity ot sex, the sacredness 
or marriage, and an understanding ef spirit-
ual val..ues, and rea.ah. much higher than t;he 
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mere bioLogieel Level on which courses woUld 
likely be taught in public schooLs. It has 
been proven repeatedly that a mere knowledge 
of sex. venereal disease and family problems 
do not make for better behavior. 
THE J"EWISH OLERGY 
1e Oomments of those clergymen answering ~yea~ to ques-
tion :fourteen. 
I have long been a very strong advocate 
o:f such eoursea which I believe shoUld begin. 
early - note suc:Bess of Bron:x:vUle., N.Y. ex-
perimen-t now over 2:0.years in e.xistenoe. 
I believe the public schools should very: 
de:tini tely t.aaoh courses in family living. I 
believe it is also the responsibiLity ot 
church and heme to help young people prepare 
f'or marriage and family living. My only ob-jection to twaGhi.ng family living in t.b.e 
public aehools would be in the matter of in-jecting seetarian. ideas int·o su.oh te.aohing. 
Oatholios, Protestants and deWs differ in 
their ideas on marriage, divorce, birth con-
trol, eta., and if sectarian ideas are kept 
out ot the public schools, I have no objec-
tion to teaching family living and, in fact, 
heartily approve of it. 
Such a course should begin in seventh or 
eighth grade at the latest. The oh~ohes should 
assume the resp9nsibility o:f imparting reli-
gious attitudes toward sex and family life; 
aoeording to their various viewpoints. The 
question as to what is ttmo.ral."' belongs more to 
the church than to the ~ohool. 
The whole ~rogram depends, of oourse, on 
getting the right kind o~ teacher, which may 
prove diff'ieul t. 
r consider this an important area for edu-
cation and hope your study is able to influenae 
the sohoo~ s.y~t.em to adopt more progressive 
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methods and attitudes. 
2. There were no comments f.rom clergymen answering ttnon 
to question fourteen. 
5. Oomm.ents of those clergymen answering ttu.n~e.rtain'' to 
question fourteen. 
I run uneebtain on number tourteen be-
cause of aonfliat ef' chuxch and state :pos-
sibilities which may emerge due to the de-
sire to ae:quaint. students with the reli-
gious approach; nor, in my opiniont should 
any student be subjected to the views of 
other faiths, differing from his own. 
In dttdaism alone, diff'e.rene:es arise 
among Reform, Oonseriative, and Ot-thodox 
even with regard to family.living. 
To eliminate the spiritual aspect of 
marfiiage, is to dese:ribe e. form without 
its essene:e, to disouss phys.ioal mechanics 
but not spiritual foundations, to denude 
the sacred and leave a :primitive pic~ure 
not blessed with purity and holiness. 
The aoneluaions and implications suggested by the 
:preceding comments, and their evaluation, wili be in-
alufi·.ed in Ohapter VI. 
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OHJPTER VI 
OONCLUSIONS 
The writers t'eel. 'that this. study was, a most fruit-
ful. and satisfying research. From the outset it was 
real..ized that here was a :field of' researah wheD·e com-
paratively l~t~1e had been done. It was also :felt 
that t.he youth o:t our nation need some guidance and 
education in thia area in order to prep~e th~ :for 
making one of' their many important de.a:isions. af'ter 
emerging :from our pub1.io sehools. as a graduate: How 
oan I contribute to a sueoess:tttl.. marriage? The an-
swer to this problem is as old and enigmatie a:s the 
sands and seas o:f the universe. Therefore. what 
about :family l.iving and the clergy? 
The statistical. resULts of this research show un-
equivocably and beyond any doubt that the clergy as a 
whole are oognizant of the absolute need of'~ and are 
highly in favor of a :formal curriculum provision f'or 
education :for family living in the public: s.ohools of 
~2l. 
ll/Iassaohusetts. Protestants, Oatho~ios and J'ews are 
asking themselves, ttWhy dontt we do something about. 
family living?1t 
Observing the statistical: resul.\:>s and the oomments 
of the dlergymen, a number of signifieant. eonolusions 
are brought to mind. :rt is encouraging to note that 
the clergymen aLmost unanimously agree that for.mal 
education for family living ia possible. A sUfficient 
percentage of a:tfir.mative answers wa~rant this conool. u-
sion, and the statements !'rom the e~ergy:men themselves, 
as quoted in Chapter V, give further evidence of 
their attitude. They realize that there is a great 
need for some kind of edu<lation in this area, and 
being cognizant that there is a l.aek of reliable 
education for' :tamily.l.iving (and sex: edueation) they 
feel that some kind of instruction oould and shoUl.d 
be given by a reputable agenay suoh as the :publio 
schools. The evidenee indicates that shotll.d the public 
schools undertake a program of edueation for family liv-
ing, the O'lergy,. on the whole, feel it woUld be sueeess-
:ful. Some feel there is a desperate need for sex: educa-
tion espeoiall.y, that such a program is a.l.so tremendous-
l.y important. and neoes.sexy. Those who disagree should: 
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not however, be overlooked. Some .e.fe'hf' tha opinion 
that a course of' this type woul.d be unnecessary and. 
woUld do more har.m than good, that it is out of' the 
realm o:f the publ.ia; s.e.flool.. (sae Oomm.ents Ohapter v.) 
These stated opinions are as im];>ortant, to the total 
pieture as the affirmative statements, sina;e they 
are the attitudes whicrh will eventually have to be 
f'aeed, i:f in the :future, a program of educra tion fdl·r 
:family living in the pub1ie schools is propaaed. 
The major point of disagreement of the entire 
research is that. of the teacher of· a possible f!lun.-
ily l.iving course. Three questions ware· devoted to 
this teaob.er in the questionnaire, one dealing with 
the possible objeetions the eJ..ergy- might. have to-
ward a aourse in family l.iv.ing provided a sui-Gabl.e 
teacher were obtainad, the seoond dealing with the 
status of the teaeher, and the third conaerning ob-
je.etions to the reLigious aff'iliation of this teae:h-
er. The el.er·gymen reaeted heartily to these three 
items.. They, on the whole; wou:I.d not object to the 
adueation for family l-iving if all the requirements 
were met in the instruator, and the highest peraent-
a:ga shows no preferenae in his status, but in regard 
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to his. rel.igious affiliation, the: el.ergy in general, 
are not in agreement. They have qualms eono.erm.ing 
his moral.a, his religious ideals and his philosophy, 
and soma have exJ?ressed thoughts to the; e:ffeet that 
the right, teacilie1r is non-existent or a rarity at the 
full.est. A strong em.p.h.asis ia placed on the morals 
of such a teacher/and even. more so, with what cri-
teria shou1.d his profee.sional competence be judged? 
(See Comments Chapter V.) 
The..re was a s tron.g a.uggest.ion in the study t.ha t 
something eonerete ooul..d he done - our universities, 
I 
schools and teao:he:rst colleges sho~d start training 
pe:rsemne.l :for the specific task o:f teaching a ,course 
in education for t'amlly l.i~ing, because. this subj eet 
of the te:aeher in a fu.t.ure e.e>urse tor family l.iving 
is of so gre.at eonee:rn to most of the clergymen. If 
it. were possibi..a to obtain a tea.eher with al.l. the 
aooept.able' quali:fica tionst most o:r the obstael.es to 
t:his type o:f education wou1.d be overooJ#B. 
On the basis. of' question one o:f tb.e. questionnaire 
{Do you believe that formal. education tor family liv-
ing is poss:t.ble?) eduo:ators in the public schools 
s.heJ,ild :feel that a eo ursa in family I..i ving woul.d be 
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approved by the overwhelming majority of tha e-lergr. 
It has been thought that because Massachusetts is 
almost two-thirds Oatho~ic, tha~ sueh instruction 
woul.d be impossibLe, however we have st:ron<g evidenae 
now that, this is not the case. 
A glance at the table of the resUlts of' item 
:rour of the quest.ionnaire (Do you think Instruction 
in f'ami~y Living could be su.ceessfully. carried on 
in publ.ie; scb.ool.s? l. e:learl.y shows that the. clergy 
firm:ty believe that if such. instruction coul.d be 
sucaessf'ul~y int.roduead into the public scho~l.s o:f 
Massachusetts, it a1.so coul.d be introdueed into 
an$ eOIDIIlunity and might prove to be a most val.uabl.e 
course for the. s.tude.n:t,s of any suoh. community. 
As to the structure of' a possibl.e family living 
course there are minor disagreements which are by 
no means insurmountable should plana· for a course 
in family.. :l.iving be discussed. In regard to topias 
f'or inclusion in this aourse, however, that of sax 
instruction raise$ the greatest number or objectiens. 
Tha alergymen in many cases checked the sex items on 
question twelve (Which if any of' these do you think 
a public school course in family living should not 
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inalude?} And the phrase "'se:x: eduoationtt appears otten 
in their eomments. Some f'eel that too mueh knowledge 
of se:x: is dangerous• while others believe that sinoe 
there are more sex abuses at the present time than ever 
before, more information and a better attitude toward 
se:x: shoul.d be instilled into the students. Some think 
se:x: eduoation should be put off until the student is 
older; others feel that sex instruction would be most 
helpful. · The only aooeptable a.onolusion to be reached 
1~ regard to se:x: education is this: although it is a 
highly controversial topic,. although there is mua.h to 
be said for and against its incLusion in the aurrioulum 
of a public sehoolt and although most clergymen feel ft. 
is the duty of the parents they do, however, recognize 
that the parents,, in general, are incapable {and some.-
times unwilling} to perform such a task. Sina.e the.y 
a,ll see the need :tor suoh instruation, it is. believed 
that a slight majority of the clergy will not object to 
it and many will. aotually support it in the publio 
sciliools. 
In their free writing, the clergymen had a great 
deal to say about the plaoe_of the home and parents in 
the area of eduoation :for family living, and the duties 
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and t:>bligations of each. A high :peroentage of energy ... 
men {fifty-one :percent of those answering that item} 
:f'el.t that such instruction belonged in the home, and 
was the sole duty of the :parents. Some interesting and 
signifioant thoughts were stated in their free writing. 
Soxn.e of the alergy are o:f the opinion that sin6e :parents 
are not fulfilling their obligations in this field, the 
schools should sup:plament what little information the 
:parents have given, whlla some who are opposed to the 
inclusion of family living instruction in the currioulum 
teal that the church, or the family doetor, might sup-
plement the home. One clergyman states that i:f the 
sahool takes over the duties which the :parents shoUld 
rightfully ass~e; the more re~ponsibility wi~l the 
:parents be willing to give to the schools• One olergy-
man, however, states a very f'ine and th~ught-:provoking 
idea: 
I think that eff0rts in education for :family 
living should be directed toward parents - to 
get them to realize their obligations in this 
matter, to get them to acquire the knowledge 
they need for this, and to get them to do their job in this line and in the whole field of train-
ing. 
(That clergyman answered ttnott when asked if he would per-
sonally like t,o see our :public schools adopt a :progl."am. of' 
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eduaation for fmnily living.} An important aonelusion to 
be drawn from this is: a generation of parants we~~ 
trained in the know1e~~~ and philosophy of family ~iving 
and in the eorreet te~ique of imparting it to their 
ehildren would eliminate the great problem whioh now ex-
ists in this area. 
The ~inal eonelusion to be drawn here is eoneerned 
with attitudes. This word, or implieation of it, ap-
pears often in the oomments of the religious l.eaders. 
It may be said that they deem of prime importanoe, in 
this proposed progr~ of education for family living, 
that the eor.reot attitudes be instilled in the minds 
of the learners. One o.lergyman :puts it very eonaisel.y-: 
More should be done on teaching right 
attitudes. In t~i~y living this should be 
the ultimate aim: attitudes. 
The writers feel that this researeh was wel~ worth 
the effort ~ that its strong points were its originality 
and its objective approaeh to the problem. Its weakest fc 
feature w~ the necessity to be praetieal - to set li-
mits on the survey, reaching only three hundred ele.rgy-
men, of eonfining it to Massaohusetts, and of eontaot-
ing them by maU rather than pe~sonally. Overlooking 
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these last points, it is felt that much was to be 
gained by way of a pioneer effort in a hitherto ttfor-
biddentt field. 
DllPLIOATIONS 
Perhaps the most significant implications to oome 
from this study are: 
1. The high interest of the clergy on most of the 
questions seems to indicate that there has been a great 
deal of thinking on the part of the clergy; and perhaps 
it ean be assumed that most are ready for education for 
family living in the public schools. 
a. The exception to those elergy who are unani-
mously ready for education for ~amily living in the 
public schools might be the Oathfilio clergy, who, in 
a greater percentage of instances, checked the sex 
items on question twelve (Which, if any, of these do 
you think a public school course in family living 
should not include?}. Perhaps many of the Oatholio 
\ 
clergy are still reluctant to place the-sex education 
of boys and girls into the hands of others; when or 
if there is a danger of professional or moral incom-
petence in these other persons. 
2. The answers to question three (Do you believe 
there is a neaessi ty for :publ-ic a chao~ education eon-
earning psyaho•sexual development and human reproduc-
tion?) and question ten {Do you believe that a special 
aaurse in :family living sha~d be el.ectiv;e. and not a 
requirement!?) seem to im.pl.y that the el.ergy- are cog-
nizant or aad dissatisfied with the divorce rate and 
sex abuses in our s.oeiety, and· woul.d :Like to see the 
puliLia sehool assist in the solut,ion to suah a pro-
blem. They imply, also, that i:f the students are 
required to have education for family living, more 
wil.l take it and more good will be dane. 
3. The hom,e, the s ehool. and the church should work 
together for education for family living, each teaeh-
ing·h.he same subject from diff'erent :points o:f view, 
yet all integrated. 
4. There is a tremendous need for qualified (in 
'·t. 
the complete sense o:t the word) teachers for education 
for f'amily living. Ool.leges and universities should 
heJ.p to alleviate this situation by providing speaii'ie 
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courses of instruction for those interested in this 
fiel.d. 
5. Their vote of the necessity of a course in 
adueatJon for family l.i.ving shoul.d at l.ong last dispe:t 
al.l ideas that the laak of eduaation of this type Jbn 
Massaahus.etts is due tb.::.. the:c'. n~rgy • 
RE.OONIDJlEl'IDATIONS 
Because this study has proven to be 'So worthwhile, 
the writers suggest the fallowing recommendations tor 
further related study; 
1. A study such as this one shoul.d be done on the. 
attitudes of the alergy of al..l six New Engl.and states 
(or any other grouiJ of states}. 
2. A survey of this tyiJe should be aondu~ted with 
the parents of a given area. 
3. A s:i,mUa.r s.urvey should be crondueted with 
t.eaahers. 
4. A s~ar survey shoul.d be conduated with 
sehool administrators. 
5. A study should be undertaken to determine the 
role of the community in education for family l.iving. 
151. 
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APPENDIX A 
LET'Im 
Dear Sir: 
Enol.oaed yo.u wil.~ find a quea tio.nnaira 
whioh has been prepared in oonnaetion with re-
seareh for a gra.du:ata degree in education a't 
Boston University, under the direction of Dr. 
Dougl.ass Brown. 'I!h.e purpose behind this re-
searo.li. is to asaertain the attitude of' tha 
religious ~eaders of Massa.~usetts to~d the 
prab~em. of "teaching tha -&apia of f'ami~y ~iving; 
in~uding some instruetion in human reproduc-
tion in publ.ia sQhaols, either as a separate 
course or integrated with other aourses. 
It is bW:.:teved by some peop~e that 
parents, school administrators, and o~ergy.m~ 
oppose auoh instruction; it ia the sinaera 
inte.ntion of this st.u.dy to establ.ish a "true 
piature of the attitudes of rel.igious leaders 
towa.rd th!ls area of educa-tion. Will you p~ease 
fill aut 'the questiattnahe, _ami any aomments or 
additional information you woULd care to, and 
return it as soon as possib~e. A salf-addressed 
stamped enve~ope has been proviaed for your 
e®nvenienae. Because the purJ;>ose of this stady 
is a collective evauatioll of attitudes, p~ease 
do not sign your nama. 
eration. 
Thank you very muah for your aoo:P-
Sincerely, 
aonsta.noe A. Sttl~i van 
Bre·ckton, Mass. 
A. P. Mal. ohman 
Provincetown, Mass • 
P. S. An ident.i<la1 OO:PY of this l.etter and a:o-
eamJ;>anying questionnaire is being sent to 500 
religious 1eaders re~resenting at1 three of the 
major faiths of Massachusetts. 
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APPENDIX B 
ORIGINAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
USED FOR PILOT STUDY 
Education for Family Living is simply instru~tion in 
prep:tration for marriage and the rai.sing of a family. It 
is believed that. education of this t;wpe would be of great 
val.ue to any person who iutends to eventual.ly marry and 
establish a family relationship. Instruction in family 
living would be cona:erned not only with the faators 
which o:ontribute to a suecess:ful. marriage and family 
rel-ationship, but al.sa with the problems which aontront 
a famil.y and the possible sol.utions to thesa problems.. 
Edua:ation for Family Living is inte:rided to gi.ve the in-
dividual a mature and sinaere approaah to all phases of 
life, and thus t.o marriage. such instruction would, 
of necessity, inalude se:x: education. 
Se:x: education is edqeation dealing with the prin-
o.iples, and with individual and group probl.ems, stem-
ming from the biol.ogiaal. :fact that there are two basic 
types o:f human beings--male and :femal.e. 
Please check your anawer(s): 
l• Do you bel.ieve that fo.r.mal. eduaation :for family 
l.t~ing is poasibl.e? 
yes_ .·no 
--
uncertain .,__ __ 
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2· Do you .be1.iave there is a necessity for education :f'or 
f'amily living? 
yes __ . no uncertain 
-
3. Do you believe there is a nacessity :f'or sex education? 
no_. __ uncertain ;...._,__ 
4. Do you think ina~ruation in family living could be 
suacess:f'Ully taught in school? 
yes_ no __ uno.e.rtain ~-
5. If a eompe.tent, rel.iabl.e, and emotional.ly mature teaoh-
er we.re o'biiained, woul.d you. object to t'amlly living 
being taught in aahool? 
yes_ no 
--
uncertain 
--
6.. Woul.d you :p.ref'er the. t this teacher be: 
mal.e_ fema:l.e 
--
married __ simgl.e __ 
no preferaaae if' the teacher is qualified ____ 
7. Do you belie.ve that. a s:peeial. c::ourse in family l.i ving 
shoul.d be limited to the junior or senior year in high 
sohoal? 
yes~ no 
----
une:ertain 
8. Do you believe that instru.ation in i'amily l.ivin.g shoul.d 
be an elective and not a requirament? 
yes __ no une.ert.ain 
-
9. If' sex education were taught inG.a general., scienti:f'ia, 
1.36 
and impersonal. manner; and only as a small par~ of 
this course, would you ob j eat to it? 
yes __ no 
--
uncertain 
--
10. If you do not object to sex education, do you think 
the CLasses should be segre@ated according to sex? 
yas no____ uncertain __ __ 
1~ 9 Which o:r t.b.ese dG you think a coursa in family Living 
shotlld inel,ude? 
__ __.getting a1. ong With s eJ.f 
__ _.getting al..o:ag with. others. 
___ solving money problems 
_____ budgets and finallaes. 
__ ...,Hyou and your job 
--""--personal problems 
__ _..planning :f'or the :t'ut:ure. 
___ dating 
the effects of immora1 sax experiences 
---
the effects of v~ereal disease 
---
____ accepting responsibilities 
___ raising a family 
___ chfid eare and devel.o:pment. 
__ ;...;home nursing 
___ ;...;facts ot heredity 
1.37 
the e!Cects ot divorce on families 
---
cultivating your interesta 
---
~a·. Would you personalLy like to see our schools adopt 
a progr.am of education :for :family living? 
yes_ no 
----
uneert.ain ;_,__ 
13. It' so, would you su:pport. it.? 
yes____ no uncertain ___ __ 
~4!1 If you obje.et to suc;h in:torm·ation being taught in 
school, where do you think it. should be taught? 
__ ...;;hoiQ;e 
ehurch 
---
---~:family doctor 
____ other (specify) _______________ _ 
1.5. U you obje.ct to such information in school, why? 
16. Do you have any comments or additio·nal. information? 
1. 7. Pl.ease indiaate your ral.igious af'f'iliat.ion. 
Roman Oatholi a __ _; 
--....:P::rtotest.ant 
J'"ewish __ _, 
__ other (specify) _________ _ 
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1.8. Pl.ease ene:irel.e your age group? 
aL-30 3.1-40 41-50 51-60 over 60 
The back of this aheet may be uaed where needed. 
Thank you. 
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APPENDIX 0 • 
REVISED QUESTIONNAIRE 
Education for family living 'is instruction in pre-
paration :for marriage. and rearing or a :family. It is 
be~ieved by many that education of this type wol:ll.d be 
of' great value to any person who: int.ends e:ventuai.l.y to 
marry and es:tablish a :t:ami1.y rel'ationship. Instruction 
in family ~iving woul.d be concerned not only with the 
faotor·s which contribute to a su.ceessful. marriage and 
family relationship, but aJ.so wirth the probl.ems which 
teen-agers face in :preparing for' engagement; marriage 
. . ~ 
and parenthood. Education for f~ily ~i vi.ng is in-
tended to give the individual. a :!n.atu.:re and sincere 
approach to all :phases of life, and thus. to marriage. 
Please cheek your answer(s); 
1.. Do you believe that f'o~mal.. education for f'amlly 
living is :poss.ib~e.? 
ye..s __ no 
-
uncertain_ 
2. Do you believe there. ia a nece.ssity for :forma~ 
education for family living? 
yes 
-
no ___ uncertain 
3. .Do you believe there ia a naeesaity :for pubiie 
school education concerning psyeho-sexual.. de-: 
velopment and human reprodu~ion? 
yes_ no __ uncertain ;.__ 
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' 
4. Do you think instrua:tion in i:fami~Y ~iving aoul.d be 
' i 
sueaessfUly oarried. on in Putblia aohoo~s.? 
yes_ no 
--
I 
: 
i 
unaertain_ 
If a professionally trained,! moral., aompetan.t, and 
i 
emotional..ly matUJ:e teacher ~ere obtained, woul.d you 
i 
obj'aat. to :family l.iving:.beiii.g tau.gh.t in pu.bl.ia: 
sohoo~s? 
yes __ 
.no 
--
6. WoUld you pre:fer that this ~eacher be; 
7. 
8. 
mal. a femal.a 
I 
I 
marmed 
i-
singl.e_ 
i 
I the teaa.her is qua:I.itied i "-no preferen~e i:f 
Woul..d you obje:ct t.o the r·el.~gious. affiliat.ion o:f 
this teaaher if' he were otherwise aeQ:eptably 
qualified for this. :t'i.eJ.d? 
y61;f __ no __ 
I 
I 
una:ertain_ 
Do you believe. that some topia:s in family living 
I 
I 
should be taught in junior li:tgh or elementary 
grades? 
elementary......;...._ junior hi@t 
,-
1 
neither __ 
9. Do you believe tha tr a speu~i~~ eou:r:se in famil.y 
living sb.oul.d be l.imited to 
ifear in school? 
yes_ no 
I the 
I 
i 
i 
junio:t! er senior 
un~ertain ~-
i 
~0. Do you be~ieve that a speed.~ course in fa:mil.y 
i 
l.iving should be an. ele~e:tiva and not a requirement? 
! 
yes __ no __ unc&rt&ih_ 
11.. If you approve of edu~ationltor family living do 
you think the elasses s.houl.~ be segregated ace:ord-
ing to s~x? 
yes __ no 
-
uncertain~-
1.2. Which, if any, of' these do ~ou think a pab[ic 
school oour;-se in family li-dng should not ine~ude? 
I 
____ understanding salf 
r 
__ _.getting ai.. ong w:l th othe:I::s 
___ the effects of premari~al. sex axperienees 
I 
i 
----~solving money prob~ems! 
____ budgets, f'inanoes, inshxance 
___ ....;;human reproduction 
---~you and yo~ job 
__ ..;:personal. pro bl.ems 
i 
___ __.psycho-sexua:l devei..opm$nt 
! 
__ ..;:pl.anning t.'or the tutur~ 
__ _.__causes and effects of ~enereat diseases 
____ dating 
___ aceepting responsiblli~ies 
! 
----~rearing a f'~ily 
1.43 
i 
child oare and dave~opPtent 
---
home nursing __ ...; 
i 
:facts about .hereditY" and environment. ___ ...; I 
I 
ot divorce i the oauaes I I 
: 
i 
tha ef:t'eot of divor-ce k>n :families 
! 
I 
cultivating your int.e:r.J
1
est.s 
----- i 
purposes of the engagekent period 
----- i 
~3. It you o-bject to some of· th~ above topics being 
r 
I 
taught in publi~ ac:ftools, wp.are do you think the,y 
I 
should be '&aught? I 
I 
home i 
-----
church and O:b.u:r:·c.a ... _se.b.ob~ 
---
____ :family doctor 
other {please s.paoi.ty) i 
---- ~----------------------
~4. Woul.d you personally like tp see our public s ohoo~s 
i 
. ' 
adopt. a program of edteatioh for :f'amUy living? 
yes_ no uncertain_ 
15. If you objae.t to family l.:tf'e eduaation in publi<l 
schools will you pleasa sta~e why. (if necessary, 
I 
usa back of sheet) 
16.. :Please indicate your religipus at:filiation. 
Roman Oatholie. ____ l?rot.esi;ant 
I-
J"ewish_ 
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1. 7 e 
a~-3o 31.-40~ 41.-50 15!..-60 over s·o_ 
' -
~8 .. i l?l.ease write be~ow, or on ~he other side, any 
i 
I 
additional. eomments you e;~e to make. 
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RESULTS OF ANSWERS 
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1 
TEE CATHOLIC CLkaGY 
RESULTS OF ANSWERs 
TEE O.A.THCLIO OL:EtGY 
! 
Q.uestion Answers 
yea no unoerta:l.n 
no. % no. % no. % 
r 
I 
1.. 1.46 79 2:9 l.o 1.0 5 
i 
a. 1.42 77 34 l.$ 9 5 
i 
3. 1.1.2 61. 57 3l. 15 8 
i 
I 
4:. 1.24 68 56 2,0 22 1.2 
5. 2'1 1.5 134 7~ 18 1.0 
i 
M F Marr. Sing. . NP 
no. % no. % no.: 'fa no. % no. % 
I 
e. 3 2 6 4 1.81 1.3 0 0 ll5 81. 
yes. no I uncertain 
no. ra no. i% no. % 
! 
I 
7. 52 31. 88 52 29 17 
i 
I 
el.em.entary jr. high neit.b.er 
no. % no. i% no. 'fa 
a.. 4.'l 25 92 I 50 46 25· 
i 
Question . Answers 
yes no 1 unaertain 
no. % no. % no. % 
9. 57 26 1.00 ?b. 6 4 
I 
1.0. 37 27 90 6~ 12 9 
i 
I 
yes no For soma e~asses 
no. ~- no. % no. ~ 
! 
11.. 42 33 64 5b 22 17 
answered : did not answer 
no. <]& ' ·no. To· 
I 
i 
12. 1.1.1 60 i 74 40 I 
I 
: 
I 
home ahuroh : doetar ot.har 
no. ro no. ~ r no. % no. ~ 
I 
1.5. 75 54 30 22 :53 
' . 24 0 0 
i 
i 
I 
I 
I 
yes no i uncertain 
no. % no. % no. _% 
i 
1.4. 86 58- 35 23 28 1.9 
! 
answered i did not answer 
no. % i no. % 
i 
1.5. 50 27 i 1.35. 73 
1.49 
~nest ion 
21.-50 5~-40 4-1.-+50 5].-60 50-
nb. % no. rt) no~ 'fa no. % no. _%_ 
! 
17. 43 23 58. 31. 42 i 23 36 2.0 5 3. 
I 
j 
answered : did not answer 
no. % i no. ~ 
i 
1.8. 98 5,2 I 87 48 
! 
: 
-------~~----~~~~~~~-------------
i 
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i 
RESULTS OF ~S 
THE PROTESTAm' ct.ERGY 
Q.ueation 
yea no i uncertain 
no. % no. !% no. era 
I 
1. 89 95 4 :4 3 3 
i 
a. 90 94 5 ;s 1 1 
i 
3. 79 82 6 16 ll 1.2 
4. 74 77 11. lJL.5 ~l. 11..5 
i 
5. 4 4 88 ~4 2 2 
I 
• 
M F M$:.>r. S:tng. NP 
no. % no. !fp no.: % no. ~ no. % 
6. 9 10 5 6 33 i 54 l J.. 47 49 
' 
' 
! 
I 
! 
yes. no I uncertain 
no. % n.o. !1]6 no. %· 
i 
7o 1.7 1.8 52 55 26 27 
: 
: 
i 
el.ement.a,ry junior ~ig_b: ne~ther 
no. % n.o. ~- no .. ~ 
~- a. 30 31 58 5;!. 8 8 
Q.uestion Answers 
I 
I 
yes no I uno:ertain 
no. % no. !% no. ~ 
l 
~. 27 32 52 
I 61 5 7 
I 
I 
10. 36 40 48 $3 7 7 
; 
' 
! 
r 
yes no i :t'or some o:l.asses. I 
no. % no. 1% no. ~· 
1 
11. 18 2.0, 40 43' 54 37 
! 
i 
l 
t 
answered did not. answer 
no. % ' no. ~ 
' 
12. 35 36 I 61. 64 l 
! 
! 
home ohuroh l doot.or other 
no. % no. % I no. % no. % I 
! 
13 .• 1~ 44 7 28 I 5 20 2 8 
r 
··-
if 
l 
yea no ' unaertain I 
no. % no. % no. .% 
i 
I 
14. 80 sa 7 e 4 4 
i 
l 
I 
I 
I 
answered i dTd not. answer 
no. o/o I no. % 
1.5. 1.0 1.:0 ll 86. ~0 
i 
1.55 
(;4ues:tion Ana.wers 
I 
-~ .... ~0 -~~-40 . 41...-'50 5~-60 60-
no. % no. % no •• % no. % no • % 
• 
~7. 15 lo 24 25 34l35 18 1.9 5 5 
I 
answered ' di.d not an$Wer 
no. % ' no. _'fa_ I 
1.8. 54. 56 ~ 42 44 
i, 
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RESULTS OF ANSWERS 
THE: JEWISH CLERGY 
Q.u.estion Answers 
;res n.o uncertain 
no. % no. % no. ro 
1. 1.8 95 0 0 l 5 
2 .. 1.7 89 2 ll 0 0 
3. 18 95 1. 5 0 0 
4 .. 1.5 79 a. 1.0.5 2 1.0.5 
5& 1. 5 1.8 95 0 0 
M F Marr. Sing. EP 
no. ~ no .• % no. ~ no. % no. % 
6. 0 0 a 1.1. 5 26 0 0 1.2 63 
yes no uncertain 
no. ~· no~ % no. ro 
7. 3 1.6 1.3 68 3 1.6 
el.emantary ju.nior high neither 
no'. ~ no. .% no. % 
8. 4 21. 1.1. 58 4: 21. 
~· 
r. i 
' 
Q.uestio.ns 
9. 
1.0. 
1.1. 
1.2. 
13. 
1.4. 
1.5. 
:vas. no 
no. % no. 
2 ~3 1.3 
4 24 1.2 
_ye$ no 
no. % no. 
2 1.2 6 
answered 
no. %. 
7 BY 
home ohura.h 
. no. % no • .1b· 
2 an 5 50 
yes no 
no. 1J· no. 
14 74 1. 
answered 
no. % 
5 26 
~56 
unoert&n 
% noo % 
81 1. 6 
70 1. 6 
:for some ol.assea 
% no. % 
38. 8 50 
d~d not answer 
no. % 
12 63 
doc;. tor other 
no. % no. .~ 
3: 30 0 0 
uno:ertain 
% no. % 
5· 4 21 
did not answer 
no. % 
1.4 74 
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Q,uestion .Answers 
21.-30 31.-40 41.-50 5JL-60 60-
no. % no. % no. % no. % no. %· 
17. 1 5 6 32 9 47 3 16 0 0 
ans.wered did not answer 
no. % noe % 
18. 5 2.6 1.4 74 
r 
t 
L. 
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